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SCOPE

IFC-IOR is premised on mutual collaboration and cooperation and aims to advance maritime safety and security
in the Indian Ocean Region. The Centre aims to work closely with national and regional agencies as well as likeminded organisations/ Centres to generate comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The mutual
collaboration is further enhanced with the presence of International Liaison Officers (ILOs) from partners nations
positioned at the Centre. The Monthly Maritime Security Update (MMSU) is a comprehensive effort by the
Centre to generate an overarching picture to assist the maritime community in better understanding of the
maritime challenges and threats in the region. While the various maritime security threats are monitored on a daily
basis by the integrated team with ILOs, and is disseminated through the IFC-IOR website, the maritime security
analysis culminates in the form of MMSU. The maritime security incidents for the duration of 01 Jan – 31 Jan 21
have been categorised under the following heads: (a) Piracy and Armed Robbery

(b) Maritime Terrorism

(c) Contraband Smuggling

(d) Irregular Human Migration

(e) Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing

(f) Maritime Incidents

(g) Natural Events

(h) Environmental Security

OVERVIEW OF INCIDENTS

A total of 230 incidents were monitored in the wider Indian Ocean Region in the month of Jan 21. Maritime
incidents comprised nearly one third of the total and were followed by Contraband Smuggling, Irregular Human
Migration, IUU fishing and Piracy & Armed Robbery.
Additionally, the Centre also monitors the maritime traffic in IOR. As per data observed, in 2021, approximately
140,000 vessels were observed to be operating in the region. At any given instant, an average of 12,000-13,000
distinct vessels have been observed in IOR, though in the month of Jan 21, the number has been observed to be
marginally higher at 13,800.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Piracy & Armed Robbery

IUU Fishing

Irregular Human Migration

Contraband Smuggling

Maritime Incidents

Maritime Terrorism

* GoG – Focus on only Piracy & Armed Robbery incidents; Mediterranean – Focus on only IHM incidents
The maritime security situation in the wider Indian Ocean region has been monitored under various maritime security threat
categories for the month of Jan 21.
•
Piracy & Armed Robbery – There was a 17% decrease in the number of incidents monitored by the Centre in Jan 21 as
compared to Dec 20. Further, this is a 20% decrease from the reported incidents in Jan 20. The Centre recorded 11 incidents in
Gulf of Guinea (same as Jan 20, but 42% decrease from Dec 20). This is followed by three incidents in Straits of Malacca and
Singapore, two suspicious approaches in Gulf of Aden, two sea robberies off Indonesia and one each sea theft off India and
Philippines. One kidnapping incident involving 15 crew members was reported in Gulf of Guinea. This incident was alarming in
its severity as the perpetrators breached the citadel for the first time and one seafarer was killed in the incident. The two
suspicious approaches reported in Gulf of Aden in less than 24 hours, alongwith sighting of weapons in one incident reinforces the
need to follow safety measures promulgated in BMP5. While GoG continues to be the new global piracy hot spot, SOMS remains
the hot spot in Asia. Eight attacks were thwarted in GoG due to presence of armed guards, evasive manoeuvres and crew retreating
into citadel, all in compliance with BMP WA which remains a positive sign. However, increased violence, continued reporting
of kidnappings & attacks at extended ranges from the coast remains a concern. 04 out of 06 incidents in Nigerian EEZ were
reported beyond 140 nm (furthest at 212 nm) from the coast. A possible concern for SOMS is the reoccurrence of incidents
after a gap (possibly due to North East Monsoon) of 57 days and sighting of weapons in two (out of three) incidents. 10
perpetrators armed with knives were sighted in a single incident in SOMS is a cause of concern.
•
Contraband Smuggling – The month of Jan 21 witnessed a 11% increase in the reported incidents as compared to Dec 20
and is almost similar to Nov 20. Major drugs seized included Methamphetamine, Cannabis and Heroin. There was a 61% increase
in seized quantity of heroin as compared to Dec 20. The continued flow of methamphetamine despite the seizure in large quantities
by various agencies remains a huge concern for the region. The Centre continued to monitor large seizures of turmeric as
contraband (banned import commodity) off Sri Lanka.
•
IUU Fishing – The reported incidents of IUU fishing saw a minor decrease as compared to Dec 20 and this is the lowest
reported incidents in a single month since Jan 20. The Centre monitored a gradual decrease in the incidents of local IUU fishing
since Oct 20 and this led to the drop in overall incidents of IUU fishing. 10 poaching incidents were monitored by the Centre
which is slightly lower than the monthly average (11 incidents) observed for 2020. Poaching was reported off Bangladesh, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand. A seasonal ban has been imposed by the State of Odisha, India on fishing in
vicinity of Gahirmatha Sanctuary from 01 Nov 20 to 31 May 21 to protect Olive Ridley turtles during the breeding season.
•
IHM Incidents – There was a 14% increase in the IHM incidents as compared to Dec 20. About 54% of the reported
incidents were recorded across the Mediterranean, 32% off Mayotte and remaining off Kuwait, Madagascar, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Oman and Singapore. The highest reported single month crossings (similar to Dec 20) in the Mediterranean and continued
higher crossings off Mayotte, highlights the economic hardships of migrants who are willing to risk lives at sea for better
prospects. Proactive enforcement and reporting by Libyan & Turkish authorities could be another factor for the increase.
•
Maritime Incidents – The Centre monitored a minor increase in the reported maritime incidents from Dec 20. An increase
was observed in the incidents that involved collision between vessels at sea. However, there were no reports of significant
environmental damage in these incidents.
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PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY

20 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were recorded by the Centre for the month of
Jan 21. Majority of the incidents were reported in the Gulf of Guinea followed by Straits of Malacca and Singapore,
two each off Indonesia & Gulf of Aden and one each incident off India and Philippines. This is a 17% decrease from
the reported incidents in Dec 20 and 20% decrease from the corresponding month of 2020, which could be
attributed to enhanced enforcement operations across the regions.
Incidents in GoG – 11 incidents were recorded in GoG in Jan 21, which is same as reported incidents in Jan 20.
However, this is a 42% decrease from Nov and Dec 20. The month witnessed one kidnapping incident in which the
perpetrators breached the citadel and kidnapped 15 seafarers. Unfortunately, one sea farer lost his life as the
perpetrators opened fire during the kidnapping incident. 06 out of 11 incidents were reported in the waters off
Nigeria and four were reported beyond 145 nm from the coast. The increased violence against crew and attacks on
ships particularly at extended ranges (212nm, 150nm and 145nm) highlights the possibility of presence of welltrained pirate action groups supported by mother ships. A positive sign is thwarting of eight attacks, due to crew
retreating into citadel, presence of guards and evasive manoeuvres in accordance with BMP WA.
Incidents in SOMS – Three attempted incidents of theft/ robbery were reported and the region witnessed first incident
since Nov 20. Sighting of 10 armed perpetrators in one of the incidents is a concern.
Incidents in South and SE Asia – Two sea robberies were reported at anchorages off Indonesia and one each sea theft
was reported off India and Philippines. The sighting of weapons in both incidents off Indonesia is a concern.
Incidents in GoA/ Somalia –Two incidents of Suspicious Approach were reported within 24 hours and ladders/
weapons were sighted in one of the incidents. As per reports from DNK-IOC, the suspicious approaches are unlikely
to be piratical in nature.
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SUMMARY OF PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY INCIDENTS
The following piracy and armed robbery incidents were monitored in the region in the month of Jan 21: •

Sea Robbery/ Off Muara Berau Anchorage, Indonesia/ 03 Jan 21.

(Sulu Celebes Sea)

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Marshall Islands bulk carrier SBI ORION off Muara Berau anchorage,
Indonesia on 03 Jan 20. Reportedly, three perpetrators armed with knives boarded the vessel whilst at anchorage. The
duty crew noticed the perpetrators at the forecastle store and raised an alarm. Subsequently, the perpetrators escaped the
vessel with ship’s stores. All crew members were reported to be safe and the incident was reported to the local
authorities.
Comments. This is the first incident reported off Muara Berau anchorage in the last six months. The previous
incident was reported in Jun 20. A comparative analysis and key salients of the incidents are as follows:➢ Only two incidents were reported off Muara Berau in 2020, in the months of May and June.
➢ The incident in Jan 21 is also the first incident which involved sighting of weapons with the perpetrators. No
weapons were sighted in both incidents of 2020.
➢ The perpetrators escaped with some ship’s stores which is similar to the theft (nothing was stolen in one
incident) reported in Jun 20.
➢ Another similarity is the type of vessels boarded by the perpetrators. All three incidents were reported onboard
Bulk Carriers at anchorage.
➢ While the non-confrontational nature of the perpetrators who appear to be focused on just stealing some stores is
a minor relief, the sighting of weapons is a possible concern for the safety of sea farers.
•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Tema, Ghana/ 03 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a product tanker (NAME WITHHELD) off Tema, Ghana on
03 Jan 20. Reportedly, an unknown number of perpetrators approached the vessel onboard one skiff. The incident was
reported to the Ghanaian Navy. Subsequently, the perpetrators aborted the approach and fled away. The crew and vessel
were reported to be safe.
•

Sea Robbery/ Off Pointe Noire Anchorage, Congo/ 04 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Cyprus flagged container vessel NILEDUTCH BREDA off Pointe
Noire anchorage, Congo on 04 Jan 21. Reportedly, the duty crew noticed three perpetrators armed with knives on the
forecastle. An alarm was raised and the crew retreated into the citadel. Subsequently, the perpetrators escaped in a long
wooden boat with two mooring lines. The crew and the vessel were reported to be safe. The incident was reported to the
port authorities.
Update on Crew Release in GoG
On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that four crew members (02 Filipino, 01 Romanian and 01 Russian) who were
kidnapped off Tema, Ghana on 29 Nov 20 onboard a Marshall Islands flagged tanker AGISILAOS were released
after being held in captivity for 39 days.
•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Brass, Nigeria/ 08 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged tanker MANTA ASLI off Brass,
Nigeria on 08 Jan 20. Reportedly, eight perpetrators approached the vessel onboard one skiff and closed to less than 3
cables. The vessel increased speed, carried out evasive manoeuvres and the crew mustered in the citadel. Subsequently,
the perpetrators aborted the approach and fled away. The crew and vessel were reported to be safe.
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•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Gulf of Aden/ 13 Jan 21.

(GoA)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Liberia flagged bulk carrier (NAME WITHHELD) about 34
nm North West of Point A of IRTC in Gulf of Aden on 13 Jan 20. Reportedly, the perpetrators approached the vessel
onboard two skiffs. The perpetrators aborted the approach and fled away after the AST onboard the vessel displayed
weapons. The presence of ladder and other piracy triggers could not be ascertained. The crew and vessel were reported to
be safe.
•

Suspicious Approach / Off Bonny, Nigeria/ 13 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Singapore flagged cargo vessel
MAERSK CARDIFF about 150 nm South West of Bonny, Nigeria on 14 Jan 21. Reportedly, an
unknown number of perpetrators onboard a small craft closed the vessel to less than 100 mtr.
The crew retreated to the citadel and the vessel carried out evasive manoeuvres. Subsequently,
the perpetrators aborted the attack. All crew members were reported to be safe.
•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Gulf of Aden/ 14 Jan 21.

(GoA)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged bulk carrier MYRTO about 34 nm
North West of Point A of IRTC in Gulf of Aden on 14 Jan 20. Reportedly, four perpetrators approached the vessel
onboard a skiff and closed to 2 cables. It was reported that weapons, ladder and barrel were sighted onboard the skiff.
The skiff aborted the approach after warning shots were fired by the AST onboard the vessel. The crew and vessel were
reported to be safe.
Comments. This is the second suspicious approach reported within a 24 hour period in Gulf of Aden in Jan 21 and
the reported positions were separated by about 4 nm. The key salients based on a comparative analysis undertaken
at the Centre are as follows:➢ The incidents were reported in close proximity and it is likely that the same skiffs were involved in both
approaches.
➢ Both the vessels that were approached by the skiffs had Armed Security Teams (AST) onboard. While the
perpetrators aborted the approach post display of weapons by the AST in the first incident, warning shots were fired
by AST in the second incident.
➢ The vessel reported sighting of weapons and ladder in the second incident and the presence of these piracy
triggers could not be ascertained during the first incident.
➢ Based on the Centre’s database, this is the first suspicious approach since Sep 20, wherein weapons were sighted
in the skiff. However, the boat sighted in Sep 20 was reported to be a Yemeni Coast Guard patrol vessel (as per
updates released by UKMTO and MSCHOA).
➢ As per the assessment of DNK-IOC in their periodic reports, the armed boat sighted in Jan 21 is unlikely to be
involved in piratical activity.
➢ Mariners are strongly advised to comply with the safety measures promulgated in BMP 5 and report sighting of
any suspicious activity.
•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Bonny, Nigeria/ 14 Jan 21.

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Bermuda flagged tanker LNG
SOKOTO about 145 nm South West of Bonny, Nigeria on 14 Jan 21. Reportedly, a small
craft closed the vessel to less than 100 mtr. The vessel carried out evasive manoeuvres.
Subsequently, the small craft aborted the approach and fled away. The vessel and the crew
were reported to be safe.

(GoG)
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•

Attack/ Off Bonny, Nigeria/ 14 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of attack was reported onboard a Singapore flagged cargo vessel MAERSK
CARDIFF about 150 nm South West of Bonny, Nigeria on 14 Jan 21. The vessel had earlier
reported a suspicious approach on 13 Jan 21. Reportedly, an unknown number of perpetrators
onboard a small craft closed the vessel to less than 100 mtr and fired at the vessel. The crew
retreated to the citadel and the vessel carried out evasive manoeuvres. Subsequently, the
perpetrators aborted the attack. All crew members were reported to be safe.
An Analysis of the Incidents onboard MV MAERSK CARDIFF & MT LNG SOKOTO

The Centre through its partners monitored three incidents of suspicious approach/ attack within a 11 hr window on
13/ 14 Jan 21. These include a suspicious approach onboard MV MAERSK CARDIFF, followed by another approach
onboard MT LNG SOKOTO (about 05 hrs later) and an attack onboard MV MAERSK CARDIFF. The reported
positions were separated by about 4-5 nm. Key observations based on the analysis of the navigation track history of
the vessels at the reported time of incidents is as follows: ➢ It is appreciated that the MV upon sighting the approaching perpetrators conducted evasive manoeuvres and the
crew secured inside the citadel. While there were no reports on boarding, it is likely that the perpetrators boarded the
vessel towards kidnapping the crew. The Centre monitored a report by the Company Security Officer (CSO) who
indicated that the MV was suspected to have been boarded by an unknown number of perpetrators.
➢ However, it is possible that the perpetrators could not breach the citadel and left the MV in search of other
vessels in vicinity.
➢ About five hours later, the perpetrators approached a MT. Based on track analysis, the MT increased speed and
conducted evasive manoeuvres which would have forced the perpetrators to abort the approach.
➢ Since the first MV was still adrift in the area, the perpetrators closed the vessel again and opened small arms
fire to possibly pressurise the crew to withdraw from citadel.
➢ It is understood that the owner of MV coordinated for a security escort vessel (SEV) to render assistance. The
security teams closed the position and boarded the adrift MV for a security search. Subsequently, the crew withdrew
from the citadel and the vessel continued her transit. It is likely that the perpetrators aborted their attempts upon
sighting the SEV.
➢ Considering that the incident onboard the MV was only reported as an ATTACK through the established
reporting procedures, the Centre would not include it as ILLEGAL BOARDING in the in-house database.
➢ The sustainability and persistence of the perpetrators (may be out of desperation) to conduct multiple attacks
onboard vessels in the area, yet again highlights the presence of well-trained Pirate Action Groups (PAG) in the
region. This is in-line with the trends observed and reported by the Centre in 2020.
➢ A positive take-away from all three incidents is the safety of crew and vessel, attributable to proactive
reporting and robust citadel management onboard.
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•

Sea Theft/ Off Banana Anchorage, Congo/ 18 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Bahamas flagged refrigerated cargo vessel GREEN FREEZER
off Banana anchorage, Congo on 18 Jan 21. Reportedly, a duty crew member sighted three perpetrators in the ship’s
store. Subsequently, an alarm was raised and upon noticing the alert crew the perpetrators escaped the vessel. A search
was conducted onboard and it was reported that four cans of paint and 20 lead seals from CO2 cylinders including the
pilot cylinder were stolen. However, the crew and the vessel were reported to be safe.
Incidents off Congo Anchorages
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This is the second incident reported at anchorages of Congo in Jan 21. This is the first month after Oct 20, wherein
two incidents were reported in a single month. However, this is the first time since Jan 20, where incidents of theft/
robbery were reported at both anchorages in the same month. Key trends observed are as follows: ➢ This is the first time since 2020, a sea robbery was reported off Congo. None of the five incidents in 2020 and the
theft off Banana anchorage in Jan 21 involved any sighting of weapons. Knives were sighted during robbery off Pointe
Noire anchorage, however, there were no reports of violence against the crew.
➢
This is the first time an incident was reported onboard a reefer. The other six incidents since 2020 were reported
onboard container vessels.
➢
Similar to the trend in 2020, the stolen items includes mooring ropes, paint drums and small stores.
Based on the nature of incidents, these may be considered as petty thefts. It is likely that the perpetrators targeted
opportunistic vessels at anchorages. The new trend of perpetrators being armed needs to be closely monitored.
•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Bonny, Nigeria/ 21 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Liberia flagged container vessel MSC ESLA 3 about 59 nm
South of Bonny, Nigeria on 21 Jan 21. Reportedly, six/ seven perpetrators onboard a skiff closed the vessel to 3 cables.
The crew retreated to the citadel and warning shots were fired by the Armed Security Team onboard the vessel. The
perpetrators aborted the approach and fled away. The vessel and the crew were reported to be safe.
•

Kidnap/ Off Sao Tome and Principe/ 23 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of kidnap was reported onboard a Liberian flagged container vessel MV MOZART about 98 nm North West
of Sao Tome and Principe on 23 Jan 21. Reportedly, the crew secured themselves inside the citadel after four armed
perpetrators boarded the vessel. However, the perpetrators breached the citadel and kidnapped 15 crew members. In
addition, one crew member was reported to be killed in the incident. The vessel sailed towards Port Gentil, Gabon with
the three crew members left onboard.
Update on Crew Release in GoG
On 12 Feb 21, it was reported that all 15 crew members who were kidnapped off Sao Tome and Principe on
23 Jan 21 onboard MV MOZART were released after being held in captivity for 20 days.
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Breach of Citadel – A Rare Occurrence in Gulf of Guinea
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In 2020, the Centre monitored 18 incidents of failed attempts of piracy and armed robbery onboard various vessels
transiting in the Gulf of Guinea. These included five incidents of Attack, seven Illegal Boardings and six Suspicious
Approaches. The following were observed to be the contributing factors towards failure to kidnap crew: • Presence of Armed Guards onboard the vessels.
• Conduct of evasive manoeuvres by the vessels.
• Robust citadel organisation onboard the vessels and the inability of the perpetrators to breach the citadel.
However, the incident onboard MV MOZART is unique from the trends observed in 2020. The following key changes
were observed:➢ This is the first instance wherein the perpetrators successfully breached the citadel and kidnapped the crew
members. Based on reports monitored by the Centre, the perpetrators used power tools available on the ship/
hammer and worked on the citadel door for five to six hours.
➢ The perpetrators opened fire at the crew in citadel which led to loss of life of a crew member and three others
were injured. While injuries were observed in 2020, no loss of life was reported in the year.
➢ As per an analysis by Dryad Global, this incident is an exceptional incident for both its severity and distance
from shore.
➢ 15 crew members were kidnapped in the incident, the highest in a single incident since Jan 20. In Nov 20, the
perpetrators kidnapped 14 crew members from a cargo ship (one crew member was injured), also off Sao Tome and
Principe.
➢ Based on the similarities in modus-operandi of the two incidents (large number of kidnapped crew, crew
being fired upon and area of operation) it is likely the Pirate Action Group (PAG) that attacked the MV in Nov
20, is involved in the attack onboard MV MOZART.
➢ As per a recent assessment by DNK-IOC, there appears to be three different PAGs in the region and in the
recent attack it is likely that the perpetrators took advantage of the non-availability of security vessels/ enforcement
agencies in close vicinity.
➢ Considering the continued threat, the Centre strongly recommends that mariners comply with BMP WA,
follow the measures which were employed during thwarted attacks and ensure robust citadel onboard the vessel.
•

Attempted Sea Theft/ Off Bintan Island, Indonesia/ 25 Jan 21.

(SOMS)

An incident of attempted sea theft was reported onboard a Barbados flagged bulk carrier ARK ROYAL off Bintan Island,
Indonesia on 25 Jan 21. Reportedly, five perpetrators boarded the vessel while it was underway in the Eastbound lane of
Traffic Separation Scheme in the Singapore Straits. The duty crew reportedly noticed the perpetrators in the engine room.
An alarm was raised and the crew was mustered. A search was conducted and there was no further sighting of the
perpetrators onboard. Nothing was reported to be stolen and all crew members were reported to be safe.
•

Suspicious Approach/ Off Brass, Nigeria/ 26 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Hong Kong flagged tanker SEAFRONTIER about 212 nm
South West of Bayelsa, Nigeria on 26 Jan 21. Reportedly, six perpetrators onboard a skiff approached the vessel. The
vessel raised an alarm, increased her speed and the crew members retreated to the citadel. Subsequently, the perpetrators
aborted the approach and the vessel was reported to be safe.
Comments. As per an analysis by Dryad Global, this is the sixth offshore incident this year and the fourth recorded
approach. Total incidents throughout West Africa in 2020 showed a year-on-year increase of 12% w.r.t 2019.
Incidents involving failed approaches showed a significant increase in 2020 with 25 such incidents recorded against
10 in 2019.
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•

Attempted Sea Robbery/ Off Bintan Island, Indonesia/ 28 Jan 21.

(SOMS)

An incident of attempted sea robbery was reported onboard a Liberia flagged bulk carrier ELVIA off Bintan Island,
Indonesia on 28 Jan 21. The vessel was boarded by 10 perpetrators armed with knives while underway in the East bound
lane of Traffic Separation Scheme in the Singapore Straits. The duty crew noticed the perpetrators in the engine room.
The general alarm was raised and the crew was mustered. Subsequently, a search was conducted onboard the vessel. No
perpetrators were found onboard and nothing was reported to be stolen. All crew members were reported to be safe and
the incident was reported to the local authorities.
•

Attempted Sea Robbery/ Off Bintan Island, Indonesia/ 29 Jan 21.

(SOMS)

An incident of attempted sea robbery was reported onboard a Liberia flagged cargo vessel VANTAGE WAVE off Bintan
Island, Indonesia on 29 Jan 21. The vessel was boarded by three perpetrators armed with knives while underway in the
East bound lane of Traffic Separation Scheme in the Singapore Straits. Subsequently, a search was conducted onboard
the vessel. No perpetrators were found onboard and nothing was reported to be stolen. The incident was reported to the
local authorities and the vessel continued transit to the next port of call.
The Continuing Trends in SOMS – A Brief Summary
Three actual and attempted incidents of Piracy and Armed Robbery were reported in Jan 21 in the Straits of
Malacca and Singapore (SOMS). The first incident reported in the month marked a return of incidents in the TSS
after 57 incident free days. A record of reported incidents in the last six months is shown in the graph below: 8
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➢ As seen earlier in 2020, December was the only month without any incidents in the TSS of SOMS. The three
incidents in Jan 21 are in-line with the average number of incidents reported every month in 2020. The
reoccurrence of incidents confirms the analysis published by the Centre in MMSU for Dec 20 that the sudden
drop in incidents may be attributable to the on-set of North East monsoon in the region.
➢ Two incidents on 28/ 29 Jan 21 were reported in close proximity in terms of time and distance. This again is a
continuing pattern, as observed on four occasions in 2020.
➢ All three incidents were reported in the East bound lane, in-line with a significant pattern observed in 2020. This
yet again highlights the earlier analysis that the perpetrators are likely to seek cover from the small islands
immediately South of TSS and board opportune vessels.
➢ Two incidents were reported onboard bulk carriers, one was onboard a general cargo vessel and all were
reported during the dark hours. This is similar to the trend observed in 2020. Only six (out of 34) incidents were
reported onboard tugs and barges in 2020.
➢ This is in-line with the assessment by DNK-IOC that well organised criminal groups operating in small gangs
with capability of boarding vessels which are underway may continue to target bulk carriers and tankers.
➢ However, a possible concern which would need careful monitoring is the carriage of weapons in two incidents
of the month. No single month of 2020 witnessed more than one incident in which the perpetrators were armed.
➢ Further, the incident on 28 Jan 21, involved 10 armed perpetrators, which again is a new development as
compared to 2020, in terms of number of perpetrators in a single incident.
➢ The incidents in Jan 21 only serve as a reminder to seafarers that the threat to ships transiting in the straits
still exist and the Centre recommends adherence to best practices promulgated by the industry and timely
reporting of incidents to concerned reporting centres.
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•

Sea Theft/ Off Kandla Anchorage, India/ 29 Jan 21.

(Arabian Sea)

An incident of attempted sea theft was reported onboard a Hong Kong flagged tanker SEA HARVEST off Kandla
anchorage, India on 29 Jan 21. The vessel was reportedly boarded by two perpetrators whilst at anchorage. The crew
raised an alarm and retreated into a secure area. Upon noticing the alert crew, the perpetrators escaped the vessel.
Subsequently, a search was conducted and it was reported that the lock of main deck store was found open and some
ship’s stores were stolen. The incident was reported by the vessel to the local agent and owner.
Comments. This is the first incident of theft reported in recent times off Kandla anchorage and this is the first
incident reported after Apr 20 at ports/ anchorages along the west coast of India. Based on an in-house analysis, the
following have been observed: ➢ Similar to the reported incidents in 2020, there was no sighting of weapons and the perpetrators were nonconfrontational in nature.
➢ The items stolen included small stores which could probably be sold for scrap/ resale for quick money.
➢ The incident was reported onboard an anchored tanker, which is a new development in this area. The earlier
incidents were reported onboard tugs and vessels under tow to breaking yard.
➢ This incident may be classified as a petty theft onboard an opportune vessel with low freeboard.
•

Illegal Boarding/ Off Accra, Ghana/ 30 Jan 21.

(GoG)

An incident of illegal boarding was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged bulk carrier ROWAYTON EAGLE about
192 nm South East of Accra, Ghana on 30 Jan 21. The vessel was reportedly boarded by an unknown number of
perpetrators while it was transiting in the Gulf of Guinea. The crew retreated into the citadel and informed the coastal
authorities. The vessel subsequently was supported by a Nigerian Security Escort Vessel and was escorted into Nigerian
waters. All crew members and the vessel were reported to be safe.
Update on Crew Release in GoG
On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that five crew members who were kidnapped off Bayelsa, Nigeria on 10 Dec 20
onboard a Cameroon flagged cargo vessel CAP SAINT GEORGES were released after being held in captivity for 49
days.
On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that eight crew members who were kidnapped off Brass, Nigeria on 16 Dec 20
onboard a Cameroon flagged cargo vessel STEVIA were released after being held in captivity for 44 days.
•

Sea Theft/ Off General Santos, Philippines/ 30 Jan 21.

(Sulu Celebes Sea)

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Singapore flagged container vessel KOTA NEBULA whilst secured
alongside off General Santos, Philippines on 30 Jan 21. Reportedly, the duty crew noticed two perpetrators onboard the
deck and the general alarm was raised. Subsequently, a search was conducted and it was reported that the perpetrators
escaped the vessel with two fire nozzles & two fire hydrant caps. All crew members were reported to be safe and the
incident was reported to the local authorities.
Comments. This is the first incident of theft/ robbery reported since Sep 20 across various ports/ anchorages of
Phillipines. Further, this is the first incident reported off general Santos harbour in over 10 months. The last incident
in this area involved an attempted theft onboard an anchored tanker. Key salients about recent incidents off
Phillipines are as follows: ➢ The Centre monitored 14 incidents of actual and attempted sea theft/ sea robbery, off various anchorages of
Philippines in 2020.
➢ It is interesting to note that these incidents were reported in the first nine months and there were no reported
incidents in the last three months of 2020, which was possible due to enhanced enforcement measures at ports/
anchorages.
➢ The items stolen in Jan 21 are similar to the general pattern observed in this area and is likely to be an act of
petty theft by opportunistic perpetratos.
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•

Sea Robbery/ Off Belawan Anchorage, Indonesia/ 31 Jan 21.

(Malacca Strait)

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Bahamas flagged LNG carrier SURUYA AKI off Belawan anchorage,
Indonesia on 31 Jan 21. The vessel whilst at anchorage was reportedly boarded by two perpetrators and one of them was
armed with a knife. The crew retreated into the citadel and informed the coastal authorities. Subsequently, a search was
conducted and it was reported that the perpetrators escaped with some of the ship's stores viz., ropes, caps of valves,
couplings. The crew members and the vessel were reported to be safe.
Rise in Robbery on Ships in Asia in 2020
➢ As per a recent report by ReCAAP, the number of actual incidents of piracy and armed robbery rose by more
than a third in 2020 with the increase of incidents occurring across the region, including in Bangladesh, India,
Philippines, Vietnam, South China Sea, and the Singapore Straits. In 2020, ReCAAP recorded a total of 95 incidents
up from 83 in 2019. In addition, the acts of piracy and boarding were more successful in 2020 with only two
incomplete incidents in 2020 versus 11 attempted incidents in 2019. The trend over the past two years has shown a
steady increase in incidents in the region. ReCAAP recorded the lowest number of actual incidents (62 incidents) in
2018. That was the lowest level in the 14 years the cooperation effort has been underway.
➢ Despite the increase in activity across the region, ReCAAP reports that the severity level of incidents remained
at a moderate level in 2020 based on its scale for measuring the intensity of the activity. Unlike piracy in the Gulf of
Guinea where kidnapping is increasing, ReCAAP reports that most of the activity in Asia is robbery or theft of
equipment and supplies. In three-quarters of the incidents in 2020 the perpetrators were not armed and crew not
harmed.
➢ One area of particular concern highlighted by ReCAAP is in the Eastbound traffic lane in the Singapore Strait.
There was an overall 10 percent increase in incidents in the Strait to a total of 34. However, 30 of those incidents
occurred on vessels in the eastbound lane. All the incidents reported in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore
(SOMS), as well as the Sulu-Celebes Seas, occurred onboard ships while underway, whereas all the reports from
Indonesia and the Philippines occurred onboard ships at anchor/ berth.
➢ There were also some areas of improvement during 2020, including at the ports/anchorages in China and
Malaysia. Perpetrators were also arrested in Bangladesh, India, Philippines, Indonesia, and the Singapore
Straits. Because of the increase of incidents, ReCAAP recommended to the Asian law enforcement agencies to
enhance surveillance, increase patrols, and prompt responses. Masters and crew are also strongly advised to
exercise vigilance, maintain a constant lookout for suspicious boats in the vicinity and report all incidents
immediately. Full report can be accessed on the following link:
https://www.maritime-executive.com/article/recaap-continuing-rise-in-robbery-on-ships-in-asia-in-2020
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CONTRABAND SMUGGLING

60 contraband smuggling incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 21. Majority of the incidents
were related to drug smuggling followed by tobacco and domestic product smuggling. This is the second highest
number of reported incidents since Jan 20, just one less than Nov 20. However, this is a 11% increase from
reported incidents in Dec 20. The rise in the incidents since Nov 20 may be attributable to increased interdictions
due to relaxation of COVID related restrictions by several agencies on conduct of boarding operations for search
and seizure at sea.
Drug Seizures – The number of reported drug seizures (30) saw a minor decrease from Dec 20. The drugs seized
include Methamphetamine (1098kg), Cannabis (1066kg) and Heroin (650kg). The continued high seizures of meth
and an increase in seizure of heroin, which is about 61% increase in reported quantities over Dec 20 remains a
concern for the region. The seizures of narcotic pills in Jan 21 include 20 mn amphetamine pills, 14.4 mn captagon
pills, 22,000 ecstasy pills and 520,000 yaba pills.
Domestic Product Smuggling – Nine incidents of domestic product smuggling were reported in Jan 21 which
included seven seizures of turmeric by Sri Lankan (05) and Indian (02) authorities. One incident of textile smuggling
reported off Bangladesh and one Zam-Zam water smuggling off Malaysia. The Centre monitored a seizure of about
17,515 kg of turmeric in the seven reported incidents off India and Sri Lanka.
Natural Resource Smuggling – Two incidents involving seizure of Sandalwood off Indonesia and Timber off
Mozambique were reported in Jan 21.
Cigarette Smuggling – Ten incidents of cigarette smuggling were reported in Jan 21, four off Malaysia, two off
Philippines, one each off Brunei, India, Indonesia and Singapore.
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SUMMARY OF CONTRABAND SMUGGLING INCIDENTS
•

Natural Resource Smuggling/ Off Pasir Puteh Beach, Indonesia/ 01 Jan 21.

(Sandalwood)

On 01 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended four suspects for smuggling 125 kg
sandalwood and 40 kg fireworks off Pasir Putih Beach, Indonesia Reportedly, the suspects were carrying out loading and
unloading activities from the ship to the shoreline. The seizure was reportedly stuffed inside four sacks that was handed
over to the local authorities for further action.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Hamriya Port, UAE/ 03 Jan 21.

(Meth & Hashish)

On 03 Jan 21, it was reported that the Dubai Customs officials seized 76kg drugs off Hamriya Port, Dubai, UAE.
Reportedly, the drugs comprised 30kg meth and 46 kg hashish. The seizure estimated to be worth USD 12 million was
stashed inside an inbound container shipment. The consignment was handed over to the local authorities for further
investigation.
Comments. Dubai Customs has recently stepped up its efforts to better counter drug smuggling into the country by
raising alertness levels of its teams and enhancing the efficiency of control and inspection operations at various
points of entry. Dubai Customs’ Sea Customs Centres Management has launched a ‘Safe Nation’ campaign to clamp
down on drug smuggling. In Nov 20, Dubai Customs foiled an attempt to smuggle 663 kg drugs onboard a dhow at
the Creek and Deira Wharfage Customs Centre – the biggest drug seizure at the Emirate’s coastal borders in the
recent past.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Negombo, Sri Lanka/ 04 Jan 21.

(Meth & Hashish)

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended four suspects for
smuggling drugs onboard a fishing trawler off Negombo, Sri Lanka. The drugs comprised
100 kg crystal meth and 80 kg hashish. Reportedly, the seizure was wrapped inside nine sacks
and was estimated to be worth USD 03 million. The suspects and seizure were handed over to
the Customs officials for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka/ 04 Jan 21.

(Turmeric)

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan authorities seized 125 kg turmeric off Mannar, Sri Lanka. The
commodity was reportedly smuggled into the country via sea-route and estimated to be worth USD 3980. The seizure
was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Pulau Perjudi, Malaysia/ 04 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysia Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA)
apprehended six foreign nationals for smuggling 305 boxes of cigarettes off Pulau Perjudi,
Malaysia. Reportedly, the officials seized the consignment along with three vehicles which
were found waiting at the beach to receive the smuggled cigarettes. The value of the seized
goods and vehicles was estimated to be USD 199,400. The suspects and the seizure were
handed over to the Customs for further investigation.
•

Fuel Smuggling/ Off Phu Quoc, Vietnam/ 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Vietnam Coast Guard apprehended five suspects
from the vessel TG 90659 TS for transporting 140,000 ltr of undocumented diesel off the
coast of Phu Quoc, Vietnam. Reportedly, the Master failed to produce valid documents to
prove the legality of diesel and the Master & crew members did not possess the required
qualifications to operate the vessel. The suspects and the detained vessel were handed over
to the local officials for further investigations.

(Diesel)
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•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Karachi, Pakistan/ 05 Jan 21.

(Methamphetamine)

On 05 Jan 21, it was reported that the Pakistan authorities seized 100 kg meth off
Karachi, Pakistan. Reportedly, the consignment with an estimated value of USD 3.8
million was prepared to be smuggled to an unknown destination via sea-routes in the
Arabian Sea. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further
investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Puttalam, Sri Lanka/ 05 Jan 21.

(Turmeric)

On 05 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended four foreign nationals
for smuggling 1680 kg dried turmeric and 150 kg cardamom onboard a dhow off Puttalam,
Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the consignment of dried turmeric was stuffed inside 57 sacks and
cardamom was stuffed inside five sacks. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to
the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Modara, Sri Lanka/ 06 Jan 21.

(Turmeric)

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan authorities apprehended two suspects with about
1,128 kg smuggled turmeric off Modara, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the seizure was stuffed inside 24
parcels and was smuggled into the country via sea-route. The suspects and seizure were handed
over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Kankesanturai, Sri Lanka/ 06 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy during an operation apprehended two suspects and seized over
124 kg cannabis off Kankesanturai, Sri Lanka. Upon noticing the Naval patrol team, the suspects reportedly jettisoned
four sacks containing the cannabis into the sea. However, the authorities recovered the consignment and handed over the
suspects to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Aceh, Indonesia/ 06 Jan 21.

(Crystal Meth)

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended six suspects for
smuggling 61 kg crystal meth via sea-route off Aceh, Indonesia. Alongwith the suspects, the
officials also seized a revolver with five bullets, two cars, a motorboat, cell phones, satellite phones
and GPS equipment. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Nhava Sheva Port, India/ 07 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 07 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indian Directorate of Revenue Intelligence authorities seized a consignment of
foreign cigarettes worth USD 441,900 off Nhava Sheva port, India. Reportedly, the consignment was smuggled into the
country in a container from a foreign country and was mis-declared as footwear. Upon inspection, it was discovered that
1.8 million cigarettes were hidden inside the covers of footwear. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Hamad Port, Qatar/ 07 Jan 21.

(Tobacco)

On 07 Jan 21, it was reported that the Qatar authorities foiled an attempt to smuggle a consignment of tobacco hidden
inside a shipment of hand brooms off Hamad Port, Qatar. Reportedly, the consignment was stuffed inside 4,423 parcels
that weighed over 5,530 kg. The contraband was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Kudiramalei, Sri Lanka / 08 Jan 21.

(Turmeric)

On 08 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended 12 foreign personnel onboard two dhows with
smuggled turmeric off Kudiramalei, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the suspects attempted to smuggle about 8,700 kg turmeric
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stuffed inside 173 sacks into the country via sea-route. The suspects alongwith the seizure were handed over to the local
authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Semerah, Malaysia/ 09 Jan 21.

(Syabu)

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) seized 08 kg syabu worth
USD 108,500 off Semerah, Malaysia. As per reports, MMEA noticed a barrel (in the vicinity of navigation buoy)
containing packages wrapped with a black plastic sheet. Upon inspection, eight packets of Chinese tea containing crystal
meth were discovered and were later handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Rameswaram, India/ 09 Jan 21.

(Turmeric)

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that the Coast Guard during an operation seized 1125 kg turmeric off
Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, India. The consignment was reportedly prepared to be smuggled via searoute. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Pakistan/ 11 Jan 21.

(Crystal Meth & Heroin)

On 11 Jan 21, it was reported that the Pakistan authorities seized a large quantity of drugs from a boat off Pakistan. The
consignment reportedly comprised over 207 kg crystal meth and 227 kg heroin. The estimated value of the seizure was
reported to be approx USD 101 million and was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Alcohol Smuggling/ Off North Maluku, Indonesia/ 11 Jan 21.

(Alcohol)

On 11 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian Authorities seized 96 bottles of beer (foreign brand) from a vessel
PERMATA OBI off North Maluku, Indonesia. The seizure was reportedly packed inside cigarette and snack cartons and
was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Chittagong, Bangladesh/ 13 Jan 21.

(Textile)

On 13 Jan 21, it was reported that the Bangladesh authorities seized 40 tonnes of smuggled textile
off Chittagong, Bangladesh. Reportedly, the consignment was imported in two containers from a
foreign country under false declaration and was estimated to be worth USD 176,900. The seizure
was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Manila Port, Philippines/ 14 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines Bureau of Customs seized smuggled cigarettes and cigarette labelmaking machines off Manila Port, Philippines. The seizure was estimated to be worth USD 666,000. Reportedly,
the consignment was destroyed by the authorities.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Dhofar, Oman/ 14 Jan 21.

(Khat)

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that the Oman authorities apprehended four suspects from a boat with
khat off Dhofar, Oman. The suspects were reportedly smuggling 17 packets of khat via sea-route. The
seizure and the suspects were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
Comments. The khat (Catha edulis) shrub is cultivated in and around the Gulf region. The citizens of this region
have carried the tradition of chewing khat leaves since the 15th century. The effects of khat (also known as qat, qaad,
Arabian tea, kat and chat) are similar to those of other amphetamines. This plant is a natural stimulant which
contains two main substances, cathine and cathinone, which cause excitement, euphoria and loss of appetite.
Moreover, the khat trade is considered a source of income within some countries of these regions.
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•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Rameswaram, India/ 14 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that the Coast Guard seized 154 kg cannabis off Rameswaram,
Tamil Nadu, India. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be USD 41,000.
Reportedly, the contraband was found stuffed inside gunny bags. The seizure was handed over to
Customs officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka/ 15 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan authorities seized 10 kg cannabis off Mannar, Sri Lanka. The seized
consignment was reported to be worth USD 15,400 and arrived via sea-route. The seizure was handed over to the local
authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Kuala Perlis, Malaysia/ 15 Jan 21.

(Ketum Leaves)

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities foiled an attempt to smuggle 100 kg
ketum leaves from the country off Kuala Perlis, Malaysia. Reportedly, the consignment was
stuffed inside nine black plastic bags and was prepared to be smuggled to a foreign country via
sea-route. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 2,500 and was
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Riau, Indonesia/ 15 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities seized over 7.2 million sticks of
smuggled cigarettes from a speed craft in the waters off Riau, Indonesia. The estimated worth of
the consignment was reported to be about USD 540,400. The seizure and the boat were handed
over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia/ 15 Jan 21.

(Ketamine & Heroin)

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities during an operation apprehended six local suspects and
seized 100 kg ketamine and 60 kg heroin off Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Alongwith the seizure, the officials also seized
six vehicles, jewellery and two watches. Reportedly, the drugs were smuggled by the suspects via sea-route. The
suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
Comments. As per reports, the trail of the smuggling and distribution of drugs would begin from the South
Malaysia and make its way to the North before they are smuggled overseas through the sea. It is reported that this
syndicate has been active off Malaysia since Oct 20.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Tuas Harbour, Singapore/ 16 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 16 Jan 21, it was reported that the Singapore authorities apprehended a foreign suspect for
smuggling cigarettes into Singapore. Reportedly, 1600 cartons and 23 packets of duty-unpaid
cigarettes were seized from a foreign flagged tug berthed at Tuas harbour. The value of the
seizure was estimated to be about USD 150,000 and was handed over to the local officials for
further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Batu Uban, Malaysia/ 17 Jan 21.

On 17 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities apprehended two fishermen,
(including one foreign national) with 10.5 kg syabu off Batu Uban, Malaysia. Reportedly, the
seizure was stuffed inside 10 packages of Chinese tea. The estimated value of the seizure was
reported to be USD 116,000. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local officials
for further investigation.

(Syabu)
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•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Naf River, Bangladesh/ 17 Jan 21.

(Yaba Pills)

On 17 Jan 21, it was reported that the Bangladesh authorities seized 520,000 Yaba pills from a boat off Naf River,
Bangladesh. The estimated worth of the seizure was reported to be USD 1.8 million. In addition to the contraband, the
authorities also recovered a rifle, bullets and sharp metal knives. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Muscat, Oman/ 18 Jan 21.

(Khat)

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that the Oman authorities seized more than 7,000 packages of khat off
Muscat, Oman. Reportedly, the contraband was being smuggled via sea-route. The seizure was
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Ramanathapuram, India/ 18 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that Tamil Nadu Police authorities seized 260 kg of cannabis off Ramanathapuram, Tamil
Nadu, India. Reportedly, the consignment was stuffed in several polythene bags and prepared to be smuggled to a
foreign country via sea-route. The authorities apprehended three suspects and the seizure was handed over to the local
officials for further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Al Sharqiyah, Oman/ 20 Jan 21.

(Tobacco)

On 20 Jan 21, it was reported that the Oman authorities in two separate incidents apprehended two
suspects for smuggling tobacco off Al Sharqiyah, Oman. Reportedly, the seizure included smoking
tobacco, chewing tobacco and its derivatives. The suspects and the seizures were handed over to the
local officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Niyom Beach, Thailand/ 20 Jan 21.

(Crystal Meth)

On 20 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities seized 03 kg crystal meth that washed ashore off Hat Niyom,
Thailand. The contraband was reportedly stuffed inside three packages (each containing one kg meth) and was handed
over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Batam, Indonesia/ 21 Jan 21.

(Crystal Meth & Ecstasy)

On 21 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities seized 8.2 kg crystal meth, 21 thousand ecstasy pills, and
220 happy five pills off Batam, Indonesia. Reportedly, officials apprehended five suspects involved in transporting the
consignment into the country from a foreign country. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local
officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Jeddah Port, Saudi Arabia/ 22 Jan 21.

(Amphetamine Tablets)

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Saudi Arabia authorities foiled an attempt to smuggle
over 20 million amphetamine tablets through the Jeddah Port, Saudi Arabia. Reportedly, the
seizure was found in a shipment of grapefruits. In addition, the authorities apprehended eight
suspects for suspected involvement in this incident. The suspects and the seizure were handed over
to the local authorities for further investigation.
Comments. Amphetamine is a central nervous stimulant and is a highly addictive substance. The appearance of
amphetamines varies and these drugs may be in the form of a powder, tablets, crystals and capsules. They may be
packaged in foils, plastic bags or small balloons when sold illegally.
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•

Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Vilankulo, Mozambique/ 22 Jan 21.

(Sea Horses)

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mozambican authorities apprehended a foreign national
for smuggling over 08 kg sea horses off Vilankulo, Mozambique. Reportedly, the sea horses
were caught illegally from the Bazaruto Archipelago National Park, Mozambique. The suspects
and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
Comments. Seahorses are reportedly used in many traditional medicines and can cure various ailments. Hence, the
demand from the Asian market may be driving the 46 species of seahorse towards extinction. It is feared that around
20 million of these small fish are caught every year. Seahorses are protected in Mozambique and currently
investigations are underway regarding the above-mentioned incident.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off South Sumatra, Indonesia/ 23 Jan 21.

(Crystal Meth & Ecstasy)

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended two suspects with 131 kg crystal meth and
thousands of ecstasy pills off South Sumatra, Indonesia. Reportedly, the drugs were smuggled from a foreign country
via sea-route. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Nacala Beach, Mozambique/ 23 Jan 21.

(Heroin & Crystal Meth)

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mozambique authorities apprehended a suspect with 66 kg of
contraband off Nacala beach, Mozambique. Reportedly, the authorities intercepted the suspect
while he was unloading the contraband from the boat. The seized contraband comprised 61 kg
heroin and five kg crystal meth and was handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
Comments. As per open-source reports, drug traffickers used to unload their illegal cargoes on the coast of Cabo
Delgado, Mozambique which has become more difficult in recent times, because of active military operations in the
area. It is believed that the drugs trade may have moved South, to the Nacala coast.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Mozambique Channel/ 24 Jan 21.

(Meth & Heroin)

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that a French Navy warship FS NIVOSE seized over 444 kg of drugs from a dhow off
Mozambique Channel. Reportedly, the warship’s team conducted a search onboard the vessel and recovered 417.5 kg
meth and 26.9 kg heroin. The estimated value of the consignment was reported to be more than USD 48 million. The
seized narcotics were taken into custody for further investigations.
Comments. As per reports, the dhow was found to be flag-less and did not show valid nationality, due to which the
NIVOSE crew boarded the dhow. With a French helicopter flying overhead, the dhow offered no resistance. The
French boarding team searched the vessel and found heroin and meth onboard, the same type of drugs seized on the
Nacala beach the previous day.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Bum Bum Island, Malaysia/ 24 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) seized 172 cartons of
cigarettes from a boat off Bum Bum Island, Malaysia. Reportedly, the patrol team noticed a boat operating in a
suspicious manner. The Skipper escaped upon noticing the approaching patrol boats. However, the officials recovered
the consignment and handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Fuel Smuggling/ Off Penjantan Island, Indonesia / 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian Coast Guard detained two foreign flagged
tankers for conducting an illegal ship-to-ship transfer in a prohibited area off Peniantan Island,
Indonesia. Reportedly, the two vessels were engaged in illegal fuel transfer and did not
respond to radio calls. Reportedly, the tankers were escorted to Batam for further investigation.

(Fuel)
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•

Fuel Smuggling/ Off Jiwani, Pakistan/ 26 Jan 21.

(Diesel)

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Pakistan authorities apprehended seven crew members from a boat for engaging in
fuel smuggling off Jiwani, Pakistan. The suspects reportedly attempted to smuggle 28,000 ltr of diesel into the country
without paying duty and taxes. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local officials for further
investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Manila Port, Philippines/ 26 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines Bureau of Customs seized two containers with 1,599 boxes of foreign
cigarettes smuggled into country off Manila Port, Philippines. Reportedly, the consignment was mis-declared as plastic
frames, round tubes, plastic bags and plastic sheets. The estimated value of seizure was reported to be worth USD 1.25
million that was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Natural Resource Smuggling/ Off Pemba, Mozambique/ 26 Jan 21.

(Timber)

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mozambique authorities apprehended a foreign national for smuggling timber off
Pemba, Mozambique. The suspect was reportedly involved in illegal export of 82 containers of unprocessed logs from
the Northern port of Pemba. However, the vessel with the consignment had departed from the local port for the
destination port. The suspect was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Manthai Beach, Sri Lanka/ 26 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy seized 31 kg cannabis off Manthai beach, Sri Lanka. Reportedly,
the seizure was stuffed inside 14 parcels hidden in shrubs. The estimated value of the consignment was reported to be
about USD 57,000. The seizure was handed over to the local officials for further investigation and a search was initiated
to locate the suspects in connection with the incident.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka/ 26 Jan 21.

(Turmeric)

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended three suspects with 1340 kg dried turmeric and 80
kg glyphosate smuggled into the country through sea routes off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the consignment of
turmeric was stuffed in 37 sacks and glyphosate was stuffed inside 800 packets (each containing 100 g). The suspects
and the seizure alongwith a dinghy were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Kovalam, India/ 27 Jan 21.

(Turmeric & Cardamom)

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Tamil Nadu police authorities apprehended four suspects for attempting to
smuggle turmeric and cardamom off Kovalam, India. Reportedly, the suspects attempted to transfer the contraband to a
foreign country via sea-route. The consignment comprised 2820 kg of dried turmeric, 1520 kg of turmeric powder and
125 kg cardamom. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be about USD 9,500. The seizure and the suspects
were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Kuwait/ 27 Jan 21.

(Hashish)

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Kuwait authorities apprehended two suspects for smuggling 200 kg hashish into
Kuwait via sea-route. The suspects were apprehended while attempting to drop the drugs in a designated area in the
Kuwaiti waters. The seizure and the suspects were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Port Klang, Malaysia/ 27 Jan 21.

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities seized 25,000 ltr Zam-Zam water
off Port Klang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the bottles were smuggled inside a container and were
mis-declared as personal items in the customs import form. The seizure with an estimated value
of about USD 46,300 was handed over to the local officials for further investigation.

(Zam-Zam Water)
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Comments. As per open-source reports, Zam-Zam is referred as ‘holy water’ which is drawn from Zam-Zam well in
Mecca, Saudi Arabia and is classified as prohibited item. The Saudi government has also banned the commercial
export of Zam-zam water from the country.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Taling Ngam, Thailand/ 27 Jan 21.

(Methamphetamine)

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities seized 17 kg meth that washed ashore off Koh Samui beach,
Taling Ngam, Thailand. The contraband was reportedly stuffed inside 17 yellow plastic packages (each containing one
kg meth) with a foreign script on it. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be USD 1.7 million. The seizure
was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
Comments. As per reports, the packs were similar to three other packages (one kg each) of crystal meth found off Hat
Niyom beach, Thailand on 20 Jan 21. A narcotic control official stated that the packages found in the two incidents
could be from the same illegal shipment as 100 kg of crystal meth found on the coast of Vietnam in Dec 20. Possibly,
the drugs were being transported using a boat from Vietnam to Thailand for onward smuggling to a third country,
but the vessel sank. In Mar 19, about 496 kg of crystal meth in tightly wrapped plastic washed ashore in the Eastern
Thailand.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Kota Kemuning, Malaysia/ 28 Jan 21.

(Cigarette)

On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities foiled an attempt to smuggle cigarettes off Kota Kemuning,
Malaysia. The contraband, comprising 2.3 million cigarettes of a foreign brand, is suspected of being smuggled into the
country via sea route. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be about USD 370,300 and was handed over to
the local officials for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Manthai, Sri Lanka/ 29 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy during an operation seized over 67 kg cannabis off Manthai
beach, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the seizure was wrapped inside 32 packages which were stuffed in two gunny bags. The
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be USD 120,600. The consignment was handed over to the local officials
for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Dammam, Saudi Arabia/ 29 Jan 21.

(Captagon pills)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Saudi Arabia authorities seized 14.4 million Captagon pills at King Abdul Aziz
Port off Dammam, Saudi Arabia. Reportedly, the contraband was seized from a consignment and was hidden inside the
recesses of wooden panels. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
Comments. As per reports, a similar incident took place on 17 Dec 20 off Saudi Arabia, where the authorities seized
8.75 million Captagon pills. Saudi Border Guards have lately foiled a series of drug-smuggling attempts throughout
the country. Officers apprehended 121 suspects in connection with bids to sneak drugs and psychotropic substances
across the country’s land and sea borders. Operations caught smugglers with 488 kg of hashish and 34.5 tonnes of
khat in Jazan, 184 kg of khat in Asir, 293 kg of hashish in Najran, and 971,676 amphetamine pills in Jouf. Of the 121
arrests, 91 were made in Jazan, 17 in Najran, 10 in Asir, and three in Jouf.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Tamil Nadu, India/ 29 Jan 21.

(Cannabis)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Tamil Nadu police teams during an operation apprehended 19 suspects for
smuggling cannabis (Ganja) off Tamil Nadu, India. Reportedly, the consignment weighed 420 kg and was prepared to be
smuggled to a foreign country via sea-route. Alongwith the contraband, the officials also seized USD 40,000, three boats,
several vehicles and mobile phones. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local officials for further
investigation.
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•

Tobacco & Alcohol Smuggling/ Off Pulau Keingaran, Brunei/ 29 Jan 21.

(Cigarette & Liquor)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Brunei authorities seized a consignment of tobacco
and liquor from a boat off Pulau Keingaran, Brunei. The seizure comprised 1,800 cartons of
cigarettes, 1,680 cans of beer and 60 bottles of liquor. The Skipper fled away upon noticing
the approaching patrol boats. The contraband reportedly arrived from a neighbouring
country and was handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Port Klang, Malaysia/ 29 Jan 21.

(Tobacco)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities seized 15,000 kg tobacco off Port Klang, Malaysia. The
contraband was reportedly seized from a container that arrived at the port via sea-route. The estimated value of the
seizure was reported to be about USD 55,600. The seizure was handed over to the local officials for further
investigation.
•

Fuel smuggling/ Off Hai Phong, Vietnam/ 29 Jan 21.

(Diesel)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Vietnamese authorities apprehended two suspects onboard a
tanker for carrying about 45,000 ltr diesel off Hai Phong, Vietnam. Reportedly, the crew failed to
show documents to prove the legal origin of the goods. The suspects and seized fuel were handed
over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Drug Smuggling/ North Arabian Sea/ 30 Jan 21.

(Heroin)

On 30 Jan 21, it was reported that the guided-missile cruiser USS PHILIPPINE SEA (CG-58), in support of the CMF
seized 275 kg heroin from a dhow in the international waters of the North Arabian Sea. Reportedly, the seizure was
stuffed inside seven bags. The estimated value of the consignment was reported to be about USD 2.89 million. The
seizure was taken into custody for further investigation.
Comments. This seizure, conducted in direct support of CMF’s Combined Task Force (CTF) 150, marks the seventh
CMF drug seizure since Oct 20.
•

Drug Smuggling/ Off Muscat, Oman/ 31 Jan 21.

(Narcotics)

On 31 Jan 21, it was reported that the Oman authorities apprehended three suspects with 150 kg narcotic substances and
200 tablets of psychotropic substances suspected to be smuggled into the country via sea-route off Muscat, Oman. The
suspects and the seizure were handed over to local authorities for further investigation.
•

Alcohol Smuggling/ Off Sonmiani, Pakistan/ 31 Jan 21.

(Liquor)

On 31 Jan 21, it was reported that the Pakistan authorities apprehended an unknown number of suspects from a boat for
smuggling liquor off Sonmiani, Pakistan. Reportedly, the officials recovered approx. 2,000 bags containing bottles of
smuggled liquor. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
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Efforts by UNODC to protect maritime trade routes in the Indian Ocean

➢ Over the past few years, maritime trade routes along the Indian Ocean have become critical to the economic
development and prosperity of the ‘Global South’. While facilitating international trade and commerce between East
Africa, the Middle East and South/ Southeast Asia, these routes have also been exploited by criminal syndicates to
transport illicit goods — namely narcotics, counterfeit products and CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species)-protected wildlife.
➢ The gaps in maritime law enforcement, under compliance with international safety and security standards, as
well as insufficient regional cooperation, have all constituted exacerbating factors that continue to render the
region’s seaports highly vulnerable to illegal trafficking. However, a series of trainings being held through the Port
Security and Safety of Navigation Programme in the seaport of Mombasa, promises to change that.
➢ Through its Global Maritime Crime Programme (GMCP) and Container Control Programme (CCP), UNODC
joined forces with the European Union to support the training of maritime, port, customs and police administrations,
as well as other stakeholders responsible for maritime and port security and safety across nine countries in the
region, over the next four years.
➢ The first of a series of trainings under the programme was officially inaugurated last week. “In this course, we
focus on inter-agency cooperation and an integrated, multi-agency approach to port security. Inter-agency
collaboration is key to improve security in the port environment,” explained UNODC GMCP expert, Mr Scott
Anbuen Naidoo.
➢ More than 30 officers from different maritime law enforcement bodies including Maritime Law Enforcement,
Port State Control, Kenya Port Security, Kenya Port Authority, Kenya Revenue Authority, Kenya Maritime Authority
and Kenya Wildlife Service joined the training. The occasion granted a space through which to create synergies and
build a solid ground for closer future cooperation.
➢ The inception phase began in 2020, with field visits and virtual meetings with national counterparts where the
modalities for implementing the Port Security and Safety of Navigation Programme were discussed at length.
➢ Over the coming years, UNODC will be implementing the EU Port Security and Safety of Navigation
Programme in nine countries viz., Angola, Comoros, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia,
Seychelles and Tanzania. The project will be rolled out in close collaboration with the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), INTERPOL and the World Customs Organisation (WCO) — under the coordination of the
Indian Ocean Commission.
➢ The full article can be accessed on the following link:
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/frontpage/2021/February/unodc-and-partners-protect-maritime-trade-routes-in-theindian-ocean.html
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IUU FISHING

21 IUU fishing incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 21. This is a minor decrease from Dec 20
and the lowest reported IUU fishing incidents since Jan 20. The Centre observed a gradual decrease in the reported
incidents of local IUU fishing since Oct 20 and this been a major contributing factor to the sharp decrease in the
overall incidents of IUU fishing. The Centre monitored 10 reported incidents of poaching in Jan 21 which is slightly
lower than the average for 2020. The average reported poaching incidents for 2020 was observed to be about 11
incidents per month.
Local IUU Fishing – Majority of the incidents were reported off Malaysia and Philippines (03 each), followed by two
incidents off Indonesia and one each off India, Mauritius and South Africa. The arrests and subsequent legal actions
by the local agencies were aimed to curb illegal fishing using banned nets, trawling, dynamite explosives and fishing
outside the designated areas without license. Some fishermen were apprehended for fishing of banned species and
fishing during the period of seasonal ban.
Poaching – Arrest of foreign fishermen undertaking poaching in waters of another country were reported in
Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
A seasonal ban has been imposed by the State of Odisha, India on fishing within a 20 km stretch from the mouths
of Devi, Dhamara, and Rushikulya rivers from 01 Nov 20 to 31 May 21. The ban is to protect Olive Ridley turtles
during the breeding season.
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SUMMARY OF IUU FISHING INCIDENTS
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Port Elizabeth, South Africa/ 03 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 03 Jan 21, it was reported that the Port Elizabeth authorities apprehended three local suspects
with over 2,000 abalones off Port Elizabeth, South Africa. The estimated value of the seizure was
reported to be worth USD 47,000. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local
authorities for further investigation.
Comments. The abalone species is considered a type of marine snail or gastropod mollusk, that belongs to the
family Haliotidae. The inside of the shell is characterised by a thick layer of nacre, also known as mother-of-pearl.
➢ These species, considered the most expensive shellfish in the world, is known locally as “white gold” due to its
high value and pearl-like interior. The majority of this illegally poached meat is sold in Asian countries, where it is
considered a delicacy.
➢ Demand for abalone meat has substantially increased over the last few years, creating an international export
industry worth billions of dollars. The most desired abalone species is the Haliotis midae, which is the largest of its
kind and found only along the coasts of South Africa.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Kodiakkarai, India/ 04 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Coast Guard apprehended three foreign fishermen for entering Indian territorial
waters off Kodiakkarai coast, Tamil Nadu, India. Reportedly, the foreign fishing boat was observed in the Indian waters
and the presence of boat was reported by local fishermen to Coast Guard. The apprehended fishermen were handed over
to the local authorities for further investigation.
Steps taken by Indian authorities to curb illegal fishing
➢
To ensure the safety of fishermen who put out to sea, the Indian government has decided to install highsecurity registration boards with GPS/ GPRS facility on fishing boats. The project is being implemented by the
Indian Fisheries Department for the complete protection and remote monitoring of boats. A hologram board is
attached on the top of the boat's wheelhouse for better identification and communication.
➢
This ensures a clear 360-degree view and avoids damage to the registration board due to direct contact with
saltwater and collisions between boats. It is also helpful for security agencies as crime and smuggling using fishing
boats can be prevented.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Tanjung Saban, Malaysia/ 04 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA)
apprehended two fishermen onboard a local fishing pump boat for engaging in illegal fishing
activities off Tanjung Saban, Malaysia. The fishermen were reportedly using explosive devices
for fishing. Upon noticing the approaching patrol team, the suspects landed the boat on the beach
and escaped. The banned explosive devices were seized and handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Songkhla, Thailand/ 06 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities apprehended two foreign fishing boats
for engaging in illegal fishing off Songkhla, Thailand. Reportedly, the fishing boats were detected
and apprehended by the patrol team for fishing inside the country’s EEZ. The seized vessels were
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary, India/ 07 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 07 Jan 21, it was reported that the Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary officials in two separate incidents apprehended 13
fishermen for fishing inside the prohibited zone off Odisha, India. In the first incident, nine fishermen were apprehended
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for fishing inside the "No Fishing zone" off Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary, Odisha. In another incident, the officials
apprehended four fishermen for fishing illegally inside the prohibited zone off Mirigani creek, Odisha. The suspects and
the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Neduntheevu, Sri Lanka/ 09 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended nine foreign fishermen alongwith a foreign fishing
boat for engaging in illegal fishing off Neduntheevu, Sri Lanka. The fishermen were reportedly apprehended for fishing
inside the country’s waters without valid permit. The fishermen and the boat were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Navotas, Philippines/ 16 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 16 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines authorities apprehended 20 fishermen from
three fishing vessels for engaging in illegal fishing off Navotas, Philippines. The suspects were
reportedly using active gear in the municipal waters of Navotas. The fishermen and the boats
were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Bantayan Island, Philippines/ 17 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 17 Jan 21, it was reported that the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) apprehended a commercial
fishing boat for alleged encroachment in the municipal waters off Bantayan Island, North of Cebu, Philippines.
Reportedly, authorities also apprehended boat operator and eight crew members of the boat with 40 kg of fish. All
suspects and seizures were handed over to local authorities for further investigation.
Comments. As per BFAR, the municipal waters include marine waters included between two lines drawn
perpendicular to the general coastline from points where the boundary lines of the municipality touch the sea at low
tide and a third line parallel with the general coastline including offshore islands and 15 km from such coastline.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Benitier Island, Mauritius/ 18 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mauritian authorities apprehended several suspects for engaging in illegal fishing
off Benitier Island, Mauritius. Upon noticing the approaching patrol team, the suspects fled away. However, the
authorities were able to seize the illegal fishing nets abandoned by the suspects. The seizure was handed over to the
local authorities and an investigation was initiated to locate the suspects.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia/ 22 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) apprehended 16 foreign
fishermen from two foreign trawlers for engaging in illegal fishing off Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia. Reportedly, the
boats were apprehended for poaching in the Malaysian EEZ without a valid permit. The apprehended boat and suspects
were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Natuna Sea, Indonesia/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended a foreign
fishing trawler HAI CHIEN HSING 20 for engaging in illegal fishing off Natuna Sea,
Indonesia. Reportedly, the fishing trawler with three foreign and seven local fishermen
was apprehended for fishing in Indonesian EEZ without valid permit. Authorities also
seized 12 tonnes of fish onboard the vessel. The apprehended vessel was towed to
Indonesia's Ranai naval base for further investigation.

(Poaching)
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•

IUU Fishing/ Off Lampulo, Indonesia/ 23 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended one local fishing vessel for engaging in illegal
fishing off Lampulo, Indonesia. Reportedly, the fishermen were using trawling fishing gear without a valid permit. The
suspects and the vessel were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Malacca Strait/ 24 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities in two separate incidents
apprehended two foreign fishing vessels off Malacca Strait. Reportedly, on 21 Jan 21, a
foreign-flagged trawler was apprehended for engaging in illegal fishing in Indonesian EEZ. In
the second incident on 24 Jan 21, a foreign-flagged trawler was apprehended for using
trawling gear in Indonesian EEZ without a valid permit. The authorities apprehended seven
fishermen of foreign nationality from the two vessels. The suspects and the vessels were
handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Silumpat, Malaysia/ 24 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities apprehended the Skipper of a fishing trawler for engaging in
illegal fishing in the waters of Pulau Silumpat, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishing vessel was engaged in fishing in an
area prohibited for the type of vessel and had 100 kg fish catch onboard. The suspect alongwith the fishing vessel were
handed over to local officials for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Narathiwat, Thailand/ 25 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 25 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities apprehended four foreign
fishermen from a foreign fishing trawler for engaging in illegal fishing off Narathiwat,
Thailand. Reportedly, the patrol teams sighted seven foreign fishing trawlers fishing
illegally in Thailand EEZ without a valid permit. Upon noticing the approaching patrol
team, the boats fled the area. The authorities fired warning shots and apprehended one
boat. The suspects and the vessel were handed over to local officials for further
investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Perak, Malaysia/ 25 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 25 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities intercepted 25 foreign fishing vessels poaching in the
Malaysian waters about 52 nm South East of Pulau Perak, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishing boats flying a foreign flag
without registration numbers were engaged in fishing without a valid permit to fish in the Malaysian EEZ.
NOAA and USAID join forces to help other nations combat illegal fishing practices
USA has taken a step forward to the fight against IUU fishing, a practice that threatens global food security,
damages economies and risks the sustainability of fisheries and marine ecosystems. National Oceanic and
Administrative Adminsitration (NOAA) entered into a memorandum of understanding with the US Agency for
International Development (USAID) to combat IUU fishing across borders and promote sustainable fisheries
abroad. Through this agreement, the two agencies plan to build upon each other's respective programs, strategies
and investments to:➢ Support developing countries as they strengthen their own assessment, monitoring and enforcement capabilities.
➢ Promote innovations in combating IUU fishing through alliances with other governments and the private sector.
➢ Increase incentives for compliance and consequences for violating fisheries rules.
Full article can be accessed on the following link: https://www.noaa.gov/news/noaa-and-usaid-join-forces-to-helpnations-combat-illegal-fishing-practices
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•

IUU Fishing/ Off Zamboanga, Philippines/ 26 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines authorities apprehended 14 local fishermen for engaging in illegal
fishing using banned techniques off Zamboanga, Philippines. In addition, the authorities seized three fishing boats, 50
mtr fishing net and 750 mtr rope from the suspects. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD
6,200. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Malacca Strait/ 27 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended 10 local fishermen from two foreign-flagged
fishing vessels for engaging in illegal fishing off Malacca Strait. Reportedly, the vessels were engaged in fishing in the
Indonesian EEZ without a valid permit. The suspects and the vessels were handed over to the local officials for further
investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Perlis, Malaysia/ 27 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities seized 20 sets of ‘Bubu Naga’
fish traps off Kuala Perlis, Malaysia. The fish traps are reportedly prohibited in the area. The
seizure estimated to be worth USD 500 was handed over to the local officials for further
investigation.
Comments. Bubu Naga (also referred as ‘Dragon traps’) is a kind of fishing trap in the shape resembling a dragon
snake with an alternating interval door at the end and there is a cone with a length of one mtr as a gathering place
for caught shrimp. Bubu Naga has a length ranging from six to 30 mtr. Dragon traps can be used to catch or trap
fish in rivers, swamps, ponds, seas, estuaries and others. The uncontrolled use of dragon traps can affect marine
habitat and result in declining seafood.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Mongla, Bangladesh/ 29 Jan 21.

(Poaching)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Bangladeshi authorities apprehended 28 foreign fishermen from two foreign
fishing vessels off Mongla, Bangladesh. Reportedly, the fishermen were engaged in illegal fishing inside the country’s
EEZ without a valid permit. The fishermen alongwith the vessels were handed over to the local officials for further
investigation.
•

IUU Fishing/ Off Biak Kota, Indonesia/ 29 Jan 21.

(Local)

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities apprehended two local fishermen for engaging in illegal
fishing off Biak Kota, Indonesia. Reportedly, the fishermen were using banned fish bombs for fishing. Alongwith the
suspects, the authorities also seized homemade bombs, matches, boats and bombed fish. The suspects and the seizure
were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
‘Stop Fish Bombing’ - A global coalition to stop fish bombing
➢ Fish bombing, also known as blast or dynamite fishing is one of the most destructive forms of fishing because it
indiscriminately kills any creature in the blast area from fish eggs and plankton to whales, dolphins and devastates
corals.
➢ Fish bombing is an escalating threat to coral reefs and to the people who depend on them for their livelihoods. It
destroys fish habitats among reefs already threatened by overfishing and climate change. It is an extremely shortsighted fishing method because it destroys the coral reef on which fishermen depend. It is also extremely dangerous
to themselves because bombs can explode prematurely.
➢ Stop Fish Bombing is a non-governmental organisation that aims to eradicate fish bombing using
underwater detection technology. This organisation has collaborated with a Californian tech company ShotSpotter
to adapt their gunshot location technology to detect fish bombs underwater.
➢ The use of this acoustic sensing and location technology, combined with existing and emerging surveillance and
monitoring systems, offers the possibility of building an effective global detection system and thus an opportunity to
suppress or even eradicate fish bombing within a short time. This project was registered as a voluntary commitment
by the State Government of Sabah as part of a Community of Ocean Action (CoA) formed following the United
Nations Oceans Conference in 2017. The full article can be accessed on the following link:
https://www.unenvironment.org/news-and-stories/story/stopping-fish-bombing
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IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION

56 IHM incidents were recorded by the Centre in Jan 21. This is about 14% increase as compared to the reported
incidents in Dec 20 and is the highest number of reported incidents in a single month since Jan 20. As observed since
May 20 there has been an increase in reported incidents as compared to the previous month (except from Sep to Oct
20). A sharp rise has been observed since Aug 20 which could be attributable to the favourable weather conditions in
Mediterranean, ease of COVID related travel restrictions & the possible economic impact of COVID pandemic. 30
incidents were reported in the Mediterranean region, 18 off Mayotte, three off Malaysia and one each off Kuwait,
Madagascar, Myanmar, Oman and Singapore.
Crossings off Mayotte – The Centre monitored a 38% increase in the reported incidents of migrant crossings off
Mayotte in Jan 21 as compared to Dec 20. This is the highest reported crossings in a single month since Jan 20. The
increased attempts to reach foreign shores through the sea-routes, due to economic hardships possibly exacerbated
by the COVID-19 pandemic coupled with enhanced enforcement and reporting by the Mayotte authorities along
the sea borders may have contributed towards this increase in incidents.
Rohingya Migration –The Centre did not monitor any incident involving Rohingya migrants in Jan 21. No active
warnings were issued by relevant authorities to indicate the possibility of movement of boats with Rohingya migrants.
Mediterranean – Incidents reported in Mediterranean were monitored off Albania, Greece, Libya, Tunisia and
Turkey. The Centre monitored 30 migrant crossings (both attempted & successful) in the region which is same as Dec
20 and the highest in a single month since Jan 20. While there has been a decrease in the crossings along the
Western Mediterranean route, an increase has been monitored along the Central and the Eastern routes. There
was a 350% increase in reported incidents off Libya from Dec 20. The increase along these routes could possibly be
due to favourable weather conditions in the area and proactive reporting by Libyan and Turkish authorities.
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SUMMARY OF IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION INCIDENTS
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 01 Jan 21.

On 01 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 34 irregular migrants
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the Coast Guard officials
assisted the migrants to the Turkish shore.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 02 Jan 21.

On 02 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 29 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard two kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Ankify Port, Madagascar/ 02 Jan 21.

On 02 Jan 21, it was reported that the Madagascar authorities apprehended a foreign national at the port of Ankify,
Madagascar. The suspect was apprehended on the charges of transporting migrants to the Comoros Islands using
sailboats. The suspect was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 02 Jan 21.

On 02 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 64 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard two kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 03 Jan 21.

On 03 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 34 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard two kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 03 Jan 21.

On 03 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 26 migrants from two
lifeboats off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities rescued the migrants
after receiving information about the presence of two lifeboats found in the area.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tripoli, Libya/ 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan authorities rescued 82 migrants off Tripoli, Libya. The migrants included
eight women and 39 children. The authorities assisted the migrants to the Tripoli Naval base and provided them with
necessary medical assistance.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard apprehended 79 irregular migrants off the coast of Libya.
Reportedly, the migrants were attempting to cross the Mediterranean to reach European shores. The authorities
apprehended the migrants and transferred them to the Libyan coast.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard apprehended 83 irregular migrants off the coast of Libya.
Reportedly, the migrants were attempting to cross the Mediterranean to reach European shores. The authorities
apprehended the migrants and brought them to the Libyan coast.
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•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mediterranean Sea/ 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that the rescue vessel of NGO, Open Arms, rescued 256 migrants in two separate
operations in the Mediterranean Sea. Reportedly, they were rescued in two batches, which included 169 in first incident
and 96 migrants in the second incident. The migrants were provided necessary medical assistance by the rescue teams.
Comments. Open Arms is a Spanish NGO devoted to search and rescue (SAR) at sea. Set up in Oct 15, it carried
out its first rescue action that same month from its base on the Greek island of Lesbos. As well as maintaining a
permanent base on Lesbos, the NGO carries out its rescue operations from three ships, a sailing yacht ASTRAL, the
GOLFO AZZURRO and OPEN ARMS.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 05 Jan 21.

On 05 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 28 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard four kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Selangor, Malaysia/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Feb 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities apprehended 36 irregular migrants off Selangor, Malaysia.
Reportedly, the migrants arrived from a foreign country onboard a boat. The suspects were handed over to the local
authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 28 irregular migrants off
the coast of Izmir, Turkey. The officials rescued the migrants from an inflatable boat adrift in
the Turkish waters. The rescued migrants were handed over to provincial migration office for
onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Balikesir, Turkey/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard officials rescued 13 irregular
migrants off the coast of Balikesir, Turkey. Reportedly, the Coast Guard detected the migrants
in the local waters and assisted them ashore. The migrants were handed over to the provincial
migration officer for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 37 irregular migrants
from a sailboat off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. In addition, the authorities also apprehended
two suspects on charges of human smuggling in connection with this incident. Reportedly, the
migrants and the suspects were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 55 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard three kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 07 Jan 21.

On 07 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 62 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard three kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
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•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kusu Island, Singapore/ 08 Jan 21.

On 08 Jan 21, it was reported that the Singapore authorities apprehended a local for assisting two personnel to leave the
country illegally off Kusu Island, Singapore. The two personnel reportedly boarded an Indonesian taxi boat that sped
towards Batam, Indonesia. However, the local was apprehended by the authorities and was jailed & fined USD 4500.
The local reportedly turned off the transponder of the boat to avoid detection.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mersin, Turkey/ 08 Jan 21.

On 08 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish authorities apprehended 14 migrants off Mersin,
Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to set sail from Karaagac coast of Mersin, Turkey.
The migrants were handed over to the local authorities for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Albania/ 09 Jan 21.

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that the Albanian authorities rescued 55 migrants (including women and children)
stranded at sea off Albania. The migrants reportedly attempted to reach Italy onboard a small inflatable dinghy and were
stranded in heavy weather. The officials assisted the migrants ashore and transferred 16 migrants to a hospital for
medical treatment.
Increase in numbers of migrants arriving in Albania
As per open source reports, as other countries bordering or enroute to the EU have stepped up surveillance at their
borders, Albania has become an increasingly popular transit country on the so-called Balkan route. As per reports,
the numbers of migrants who were caught attempting to cross Albania in 2020 "tripled" compared to 2019.
According to the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR)'s operations portal, 12,026 migrants, asylum seekers and refugees
were registered as arriving in Albania from 31 Dec 19 to 03 Jan 21.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tunisia/ 11 Jan 21.

On 11 Jan 21, it was reported that the Tunisian Navy rescued 50 migrants off the coast of Tunisia. The migrants enroute
from the Tunisian coast to Italy were reportedly stranded at sea for five days and a newborn baby lost life onboard the
boat. The authorities assisted the migrants ashore and provided them with necessary medical aid.
An increase in boats from Tunisia - UNHCR
As per INFOMIGRANTS, the numbers of boats setting off from Tunisia have significantly increased in 2021. The
majority of them carry Tunisian nationals in search of work and a better life in Italy. As the controls have tightened
for those attempting to depart Libya and Algeria, there are increasing numbers of sub-Saharan Africans too who
attempt to make the crossing from Tunisia. According to data from the UN refugee agency UNHCR, last updated on
11 Jan 21 Italy has so far registered 325 arrivals by sea. Last year, in 2020, it recorded 34,154 with 708 officially
regarded as "dead or missing." IOM reported that the real numbers of those who have died attempting to make the
crossing are probably much higher. Tunisian nationals accounted for about 38% of all arrivals in Italy in the last
year since
01 Jan 20. The full article can be accessed on the following link:
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/29569/rescued-50-migrants-plucked-from-sea-off-tunisia-one-baby-dead
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 11 Jan 21.

On 11 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 17 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard three kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
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•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 12 Jan 21.

On 12 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 40 irregular migrants and four suspected
smugglers onboard four kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 13 Jan 21.

On 13 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 43 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard two kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Al Sharqiyah, Oman/ 14 Jan 21.

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that the Oman Police authorities apprehended two irregular migrants from a boat off Al
Sharqiyah, Oman. The suspects reportedly attempted to enter the country illegally via sea-route. The suspects were
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Sfax, Tunisia/ 14 Jan 21.

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that the Tunisian Coast Guard rescued five migrants from a
vessel off the coast of Sfax, Tunisia. Reportedly the boat with 45 migrants was enroute to Italy.
The overloaded vessel encountered heavy weather and reportedly sank off the coast.
Consequently, 20 migrants went missing and 20 lost their lives at sea. The five rescued
migrants were assisted to the Tunisian shores.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 15 Jan 21.

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 20 irregular migrants onboard two kwassakwassa type boats off Mayotte. Reportedly, one migrant required urgent medical assistance who was given medical care
upon arrival. The suspected migrants were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kuwait/ 16 Jan 21.

On 16 Jan 21, it was reported that the Kuwait authorities apprehended 09 irregular migrants for entering the country
illegally via sea-route and one suspect on charges of human smuggling off Kuwait. Reportedly, the migrants entered the
country onboard a cruise ship. The authorities also recovered drugs in the luggage of the migrants. The suspects were
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Pointe Boueny, Mayotte/ 18 Jan 21.

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 34 irregular migrants onboard a kwassa-kwassa
type boats off Pointe Boueny, Mayotte. Reportedly, one migrant required urgent medical assistance who was given
medical care upon arrival. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mtamboro Islet, Mayotte/ 18 Jan 21.

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 11 irregular migrants onboard a kwassa-kwassa
type boat off Mtamboro Islet, Mayotte. However, two of the migrants who required urgent medical assistance were
shifted to a local hospital. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Zuwara, Libya/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan authorities rescued ten migrants from a boat off the coast of Zuwara,
Libya. Reportedly, the boat with 53 migrants enroute to Italy encountered heavy weather and reportedly sank off the
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coast. 43 migrants reportedly lost their lives at sea in the incident. The rescued migrants were assisted ashore to Zuwara.
IOM staff and UNHCR's partner, IRC, provided them with emergency assistance, including food, water and medical
screenings, before they were released from the port.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Lesbos, Greece/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that the Hellenic Coast Guard rescued 27 irregular migrants off
Lesbos, Greece. The migrants entered the country via the sea-route. However, one migrant lost
life during the crossing and the mortal remains were recovered. The authorities deployed a ship
and a helicopter alongwith two-speed boats for the rescue operation. The rescued migrants were
provided necessary medical treatment.
Fewer migrant arrivals to Greece
The Greek Migration authorities reported that the number of migrants in camps on five Aegean islands off Greece
had dropped from 34,000 at the start of 2020 to 15,000. Over the past five years, the islands have been one of the
main entry points in Europe for asylum seekers. The number of migrants arriving on the Greek islands has dropped
sharply since early 2020, when the government imposed restrictions to prevent the spread of coronavirus. The full
article can be accessed on the following link:https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/29752/greece-one-man-dead-27rescued-on-lesbos
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 32 migrants off the coast of Izmir, Turkey.
Reportedly, the authorities rescued the migrants from an inflatable boat adrift in the area. The migrants were transferred
to the provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Ayvalik, Turkey/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 38 irregular migrants off
Ayvalik, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities detected the migrants in an inflatable boat adrift
in heavy weather conditions due to engine breakdown. The migrants were assisted ashore
and handed over to the provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Thitpouk, Myanmar/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that the Myanmar authorities apprehended 32 illegal migrants (including 26 men and six
women) and three suspects on charges of human smuggling from a boat off Thitpouk, Myanmar. Reportedly, the boat
ran aground and was sighted by the fishermen in the vicinity who reported the incident to the authorities. Subsequently,
the migrants were apprehended and handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 20 Jan 21.

On 20 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard rescued 48 irregular migrants off
the coast of Libya. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean to reach
European shores. The rescued migrants were transferred ashore to Libya and were provided
necessary assistance by the staff of IOM.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Turkey / 21 Jan 21.

On 21 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish authorities apprehended 212 irregular migrants
in three separate incidents off Turkey. Reportedly, authorities apprehended 20 migrants from a
fishing boat off Besik Burnu, Turkey. Additionally, 184 migrants allegedly having links to
those on the boat were also apprehended. Separately, eight migrants were apprehended by the
authorities in Tatvan, Turkey. The migrants were handed over to the provincial migration
office for onward legal proceedings.
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•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 21 Jan 21.

On 21 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard apprehended 86 irregular migrants (including 19 children) off
the coast of Libya. The migrants reportedly attempted to cross the Mediterranean to reach European shores. The
apprehended migrants were transferred back to the Libyan shores.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey / 22 Jan 21.

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 21 irregular migrants from
an inflatable boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants raised a distress alert
after the boat encountered mechanical failure and was stranded at sea. The rescued migrants
were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mersin, Turkey / 22 Jan 21.

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 16 irregular migrants from a fibre
boat off the coast of Mersin, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants raised a distress alert and reported
water ingress onboard the boat. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to
provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings. In addition, the officials apprehended two
suspects on charges of irregular human migration in connection with this incident.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey / 22 Jan 21.

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 16 irregular migrants
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants raised a
distress alert after the boat encountered mechanical failure and was stranded at sea. The
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for
onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya / 22 Jan 21.

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the OCEAN VIKING vessel operated by a NGO rescued
374 irregular migrants in four separate incidents off the coast of Libya. Reportedly, 106
migrants were rescued about 28 nm off the coast of Libya from an inflatable rubber
dinghy. In a separate incident 149 migrants were rescued from two boats. The migrants
were transferred ashore by the ship’s crew.
Comments. As per reports, Libya is a gateway for African migrants and refugees attempting to reach Europe.
Human smugglers launch vessels, many of them are small rubber dinghies or rickety fishing boats, crowded with
migrants who hope to seek asylum. The central Mediterranean route is described by the UNHCR as the most
dangerous migration route in the world – one in six people who depart the shores of North Africa lose their life
during the crossing.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Teluk Ramunia, Malaysia / 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities apprehended 18 irregular migrants (five men and 13
women) off Teluk Ramunia, Malaysia. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to enter the country illegally via sea-route.
The authorities seized cash worth USD 4,100, mobile phones, watches and jewellery from the suspects. The migrants
and the seizure were handed over to local authorities for further legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey / 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued five irregular migrants from
a lifeboat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the lifeboat stranded
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in the local waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward
legal proceedings.
•
Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 23 Jan 21.
On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended four irregular migrants and one suspected
smuggler onboard a kwassa-kwassa type boat off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 48 irregular migrants and three suspected
smugglers onboard three kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 13 irregular migrants and two suspected
smugglers onboard two kwassa-kwassa type boats off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya / 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard rescued 82 irregular migrants off the coast of Libya.
Reportedly, the migrants were rescued while attempting to cross the Mediterranean. The rescued migrants reported that
17 belonging to the group lost their lives during the attempted crossing.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 25 Jan 21.

On 25 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 11 irregular migrants and one suspected
smuggler onboard a kwassa-kwassa type boat off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 26 Jan 21.

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 26 irregular migrants and one suspected
smuggler onboard a kwassa-kwassa type boat off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 28 Jan 21.

On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 19 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the coast of
Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants were stranded at sea for hours in the Turkish waters. The Coast guard officials
assisted the migrants ashore and transferred them to provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kota Tinggi, Malaysia/ 28 Jan 21.

On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities apprehended 17 irregular migrants
of foreign nationality for entering the country illegally via sea-route off Kota Tinggi, Malaysia.
Reportedly, the migrants comprised 13 men and four women and were suspected to have
entered the country on a boat. In addition, the authorities also seized cash, watches, jewellery
and mobile phones estimated to be worth USD 6,200. The suspects and the seizure were
handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
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•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Balikesir, Turkey/ 28 Jan 21.

On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 26 irregular migrants
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Balikesir, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants were
stranded at sea as their boat encountered mechanical failure. The Coast Guard officials
assisted the migrants ashore and transferred them to provincial migration office for
onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 28 Jan 21.

On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 123 irregular migrants and eight suspected
smugglers onboard six kwassa-kwassa type boat off Mayotte. The suspects were handed over to the local authorities for
further investigation.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 29 Jan 21.

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 29 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat off the
coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the vessel stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants
were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings.
•

Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 29 Jan 21.

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued nine irregular migrants
from a stranded lifeboat off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. The migrants were shifted ashore
and transferred to the provincial migration office for further investigation.

UNODC releases new tools for UN Trafficking in Persons Protocol implementation
➢
Recently, UNODC has released its new Model Legislative Provisions and
Legislative Guide against Trafficking in Persons to support governments to
draft, strengthen or amend national laws to address human trafficking. These
publications are a revision of tools first launched in 2004 and incorporate
progress made since then to implement the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, the world’s primary legal instrument to combat
human trafficking.
➢
Developments include new approaches to key concepts of the Protocol such
as addressing the rights and needs of victims and an improved understanding of
how to practically apply the trafficking in persons definition. In addition, the
revised publications consider new laws from a large number of countries in
different geographical regions and practical experience in the use of existing
laws.
➢
The Model Legislative Provisions comprises a detailed commentary, legal
sources and examples of application for each provision, providing several
options for legislators.
➢
The Legislative Guide explains the context, content, meaning and
interpretation of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol and provides guidance in
the drafting of legislation.
➢
The Protocol, adopted in 2000, is the first legally binding instrument with
an internationally recognised definition of trafficking in persons, with 178 States
parties to date. Countries that ratify this treaty must criminalise human
trafficking and develop anti-trafficking laws in line with the Protocol’s legal
provisions. They must provide protection and assistance to victims of human
trafficking and ensure that their rights are fully respected. UNODC assists
countries to ratify and implement the Protocol and uphold the commitments
enshrined in this treaty.
➢
Full
article
can
be
accessed
on
the
following
link:
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/Webstories2020/unodcreleases-new-tools-for-un-trafficking-in-persons-protocol-implementation.html
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MARITIME INCIDENTS

73 maritime incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 21 which is a 10% increase from 66
incidents reported in Dec 20. Majority of the incidents were related to Search and Rescue, followed by incidents of
vessels being detained by authorities and vessels involved in collision & capsized at sea. The month witnessed eight
collisions, which is a minor increase from six such incidents in Dec 20. While seven of these incidents involved a
two-vessel collision situation, there were no reports of significant oil spill related to the incidents. However, six
seafarers have been reported missing in two incidents.
Aground – The Centre monitored reporting of seven incidents of vessels running aground. Four of these were
reported at various locations in the waters of SE Asia. The high number of incidents observed in the region since
Nov 20 may possibly be attributed to localised heavy weather phenomenon associated with North East monsoon.
Capsize and Sinking of Vessels – Eight incidents of capsizing and seven incidents of vessels sinking at sea were
recorded by the Centre. While this is a minor decrease from Dec 20, it is a 50% increase from the similar incidents
reported in Oct 20. The sharp increase may be attributed to incidents in South East Asia due to rough sea
conditions, associated with the ongoing North East monsoon and incidents involving small boats due to local
heavy weather conditions in certain parts of South Asia.
SAR Operations – 22 SAR and seven Medevac operations undertaken by various maritime agencies were monitored
during the month of Jan 21. This is sharp increase from 16 combined incidents reported in Dec 20.
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SUMMARY OF MARITIME INCIDENTS
•

Medevac/ Off Mossel Bay, South Africa/ 01 Jan 21.

On 01 Jan 21, it was reported that a sea rescue craft ST BLAIZE RESCUER evacuated a fisherman from a fishing vessel
off Mossel Bay, South Africa. The fisherman reportedly required urgent medical assistance. Later, the patient was
transferred to a local hospital for further treatment.
•

Medevac/ Off Port Elizabeth, South Africa/ 01 Jan 21.

On 01 Jan 21, it was reported that a sea rescue craft SPIRIT OF TOFT evacuated an injured fisherman from a trawler off
Port Elizabeth, South Africa. The fisherman reportedly required urgent medical assistance. Later, the patient was
transferred to a local hospital for further treatment.
•

Sunk/ Off Duqm, Oman/ 02 Jan 21.

On 02 Jan 21, it was reported that a fishing dhow MUKRANI sank about 60 nm South of Duqm, Oman. Reportedly, the
crew members were safely rescued by a merchant vessel transiting in the vicinity. The cause of the sinking was not
reported.
•

SAR/ Off Gujarat, India/ 02 Jan 21.

On 02 Jan 21, it was reported that the locals rescued four personnel (including two children) from drowning as their boat
capsized off Gujarat, India. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather and was adrift in the area. The Skipper
reportedly swam to the shore, while the four personnel were rescued and assisted ashore.
•

SAR/ Off Permatang Ubi, Malaysia / 03 Jan 21.

On 03 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Navy rescued three fishermen from a boat
off Permatang Ubi, Malaysia. Reportedly, they lost contact with their mother boat after
encountering heavy weather and were adrift at sea for more than 48 hrs. The Naval
authorities assisted the fishermen to rejoin their mother ship. All fishermen were reported to
be safe.
•

SAR/ Off Samui Island, Thailand / 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that a foreign national went missing from a ship off Samui island, Thailand. A fishing
trawler reportedly coordinated with the boats in the vicinity to locate the missing crew. The missing crew member was
eventually located by the rescue team and was reported to be safe.
•

Collision/ Off Maldives / 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that a sea ambulance collided with a speedboat DREAM off
Maldives. Two crew members onboard the sea ambulance and the Skipper of the
speedboat were reported to be injured in the collision. Reportedly, the MNDF team
assisted them to a local hospital for treatment.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Strait of Hormuz/ 04 Jan 21.

On 04 Jan 21, it was reported that a South Korea flagged chemical tanker HANKUK CHEMI
was detained by Iranian authorities off Strait of Hormuz. The vessel was reportedly loaded
with ethanol and was taken to Bandar Abbas waters, Iran for suspected environment
protection violations.
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•

Capsize/ Off Thrissur, India/ 05 Jan 21.

On 05 Jan 21, it was reported that the State Marine Police and local fishermen rescued four
fishermen from a capsized boat off Thrissur, Kerala, India. Reportedly, a search operation
using a drone was initiated after a distress alert was raised by a fisherman onboard the capsized
boat. The rescued fishermen were transferred ashore and shifted to a local hospital for medical
treatment.
Comments. The Kerala Fishing Boat Operator’s Association stated that it was the first time a drone camera was
used to save fishermen from seas in South India. It is planning to submit a proposal to the state fisheries department
to deploy more drones and train rescuers to use them. It is a cheap medium of rescue as usually helicopters and
speed boats are used for such search operations.
•

SAR/ Off Chennai, India/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that the Tamil Nadu Police rescued five fishermen from a
capsized boat off Chennai, India. Reportedly, the nets got entangled in the propeller and
stalled the boat. Subsequently, the boat encountered a huge wave and capsized. The rescued
fishermen were assisted ashore and were provided necessary medical assistance.
•

Mechanical Failure/ Off Hazira, India/ 06 Jan 21.

On 06 Jan 21, it was reported that an Indian flagged ferry INDIGO ONE with 100 passengers, trucks, cars and bikes
onboard suffered an electrical failure in its steering gear off Hazira, Gujarat, India. The ferry enroute from Hazira port to
Ghogha was adrift for over five hours. Subsequently, the ferry was assisted by a tug and later continued its voyage at
reduced speed.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Pulau Arang-Arang, Malaysia / 07 Jan 21.

On 07 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained a Mongolian flagged
vessel BISTARI for anchoring without permission off Pulau Arang-Arang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel with seven
foreign crew members onboard did not possess a valid permit to anchor in Malaysian waters. The crew members were
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Sunk/ Off Filaadhoo Island, Maldives/ 08 Jan 21.

On 08 Jan 21, it was reported that the Maldives authorities rescued three crew members from
a boat that sank off a patch of reef near Filaadhoo Island, Maldives. As per reports, the boat
transiting between the islands ran aground and subsequently sank in the area. However, all
crew members were safely evacuated and were reported to be safe.
•

Aground/ Off Mentawai Strait, Indonesia/ 08 Jan 21.

On 08 Jan 21, it was reported that an Indonesian flagged vessel GAMBOLO ran aground off Mentawai Strait, Indonesia.
Reportedly, the vessel encountered heavy weather and subsequently ran aground. The local SAR team evacuated two
passengers while the other eighteen crew members stayed onboard. Subsequently, the vessel refloated itself during high
tide on the same day. No significant leaks or damages were reported.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Phuket, Thailand/ 08 Jan 21.

On 08 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities detained a Mongolian flagged Reefer EXPRESS 6 with 18
crew members (six locals and 12 foreign nationals) off Phuket Island, Thailand. The vessel reportedly entered Thai
territorial waters and anchored at Phuket island anchorage without a permit. The crew members were handed over to the
local authorities for further investigation.
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•

Medevac/ Off Port Elizabeth, South Africa/ 09 Jan 21.

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that a sea rescue craft SPIRIT OF TOFT evacuated a crew member from a FPSO off Port
Elizabeth, South Africa. The crew member reportedly required urgent medical assistance. Later, the patient was
transferred to a local hospital for further treatment.
•

Medevac/ Off Djibouti/ 09 Jan 21.

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that the Djibouti authorities evacuated a crew member from a Saudi Arabia flagged tanker
TINAT off Djibouti. The crew member reportedly required urgent medical assistance. Later, the patient was transferred
to a local hospital for further assistance.
•

Collision/ Off Banyutowo, Indonesia/ 09 Jan 21.

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that a vessel collided with a fishing boat in the waters of Banyutowo, Indonesia.
Reportedly, two fishermen onboard the boat were thrown overboard as the boat capsized due to collision. It was reported
that one fisherman swam to safety, however, the other one was reported to have drowned.
•

SAR/ Off Jakarta, Indonesia/ 09 Jan 21.

On 09 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian Navy launched a SAR to locate the Boeing 737-500 SRIWIJAYA that
went missing after taking off from Jakarta, Indonesia. Reportedly, there were 62 people aboard the aircraft. The
coordinates of the last position of the airplane were reported over Java Sea and were passed on to all the Naval vessels in
that area. A SAR was launched to locate the airplane and missing personnel.
•

SAR/ Off Munda Beach, India/ 10 Jan 21.

On 10 Jan 21, it was reported that the local fishermen rescued seven personnel off Munda Beach, Karnataka, India.
However, one person was reported to be drowned at sea and another missing. As per reports, nine personnel went to the
beach for swimming and were dragged into deeper waters due to strong waves. A search operation was initiated to
locate the missing person.
•

SAR/ Off New Mangalore, India/ 10 Jan 21.

On 10 Jan 21, it was reported the Coast Guard rescued injured fishermen from a fishing
vessel IFB AVKM off New Mangalore, India. Reportedly, the fishing boat caught fire due to
explosion of a cylinder onboard. As per reports, MRCC Mumbai diverted two offshore patrol
vessels SACHET and SUJEET for providing immediate assistance to the fishing vessel. The
injured crew members were evacuated and were later transferred ashore for medical
treatment at a local hospital.
•

Aground/ Off Selat Panjang, Indonesia/ 11 Jan 21.

On 11 Jan 21, it was reported that a ferry DUMAI LINE 1 with 70 personnel onboard ran aground in the waters off Selat
Panjang, Indonesia. The vessel reportedly encountered heavy weather and subsequently drifted closer to the shore.
Reportedly, the Indonesian authorities evacuated all personnel to the nearest port.
•

Aground/ Off Danao, Philippines/ 11 Jan 21.

On 11 Jan 21, it was reported that a passenger vessel LCT MANOLING 2 with 78 personnel
(53 passengers and 25 crew members) ran aground off the coast of Danao, Philippines. The
Philippines Coast Guard rescued 27 passengers from the vessel and the rescue operation
was initiated to evacuate the remaining passengers. The cause of the incident was not
reported. All crew members were reported to be safe.
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•

Capsize/ Off Phuket, Thailand/ 12 Jan 21.

On 12 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities were alerted of a capsized boat
and rescued four fishermen (including a woman) off Phuket, Thailand. Reportedly the boat,
engaged in fishing activity in the area, capsized and raised a distress alert. The authorities
safely rescued the fishermen and assisted them to the Nai Yang beach, Thailand.
•

Fire/ Off Thinadhoo, Maldives/ 12 Jan 21.

On 12 Jan 21, it was reported that a speed boat caught fire while docked off Thinadhoo, Maldives. Reportedly, the
speedboat's battery caught fire upon ignition. One crew member onboard suffered burn injuries and the speed boat was
damaged beyond use and later sank in the lagoon.
•

Man Overboard/ Off Rakhine, Myanmar/ 12 Jan 21.

On 12 Jan 21, it was reported that a crew member went overboard from a cargo vessel MV UNION GROOVE about 159
nm South West of Rakhine, Myanmar. The missing crew member was reportedly engaged in maintenance work on
bridge wing of starboard side. A search was initiated to locate the missing crew member.
•

Sunk/ Off Philippines/ 13 Jan 21.

On 13 Jan 21, it was reported that a Panama flagged bulk carrier YONGFENG sank about 400 nm East off Philippines.
The vessel with 22 crew members carrying timber from Papua New Guinea to China reportedly developed a heavy list
and sank in the area. The crew members were rescued by a Taiwanese fishing boat in the vicinity and reported to be
safe.
•

SAR/ Off Jaffna, Sri Lanka/ 13 Jan 21.

On 13 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy rescued a local fishing trawler that went
missing at sea off Jaffna, Sri Lanka. The trawler with two fishermen onboard sailed on
12 Jan 21 and was subsequently reported to be missing. The vessel reportedly encountered an
engine failure and drifted towards the Indian waters. A Sri Lankan Naval ship was dispatched
to tow back the trawler to the Sri Lankan shores. The fishermen were reported to be safe.
•

Capsize/ Off Kinabatangan, Malaysia/ 13 Jan 21.

On 13 Jan 21, it was reported that a fishing boat capsized in waters off Kinabatangan, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel
with three fishermen encountered heavy weather and capsized in the area. The mortal remains of a fisherman were
recovered off Tambisan Island and a search operation was initiated by MMEA authorities to locate the two missing
fishermen.
•

Collision/ Off Karimunbesar Island, Indonesia/ 14 Jan 21.

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that a South Korea flagged cable-laying vessel
SEGERO collided with a barge being towed by an Indonesian flagged tug INDAH LAUT
2201 off Karimunbesar Island, Indonesia. Reportedly, the vessel’s bow penetrated about
03 mtr into the barge loaded with over 4000 tonnes of granite. The vessel reportedly
sustained damages to hull and an investigation was initiated.
•

SAR/ Off Basilan, Philippines/ 14 Jan 21.

On 14 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines Coast Guard rescued four passengers and 14
crew members from a distressed motorboat ML QUEEN SHAIMA 3 off Basilan, Philippines.
The vessel raised a distress alert and reported a breach in its hull, which caused water ingress
into the engine room. The authorities launched a rescue operation and safely evacuated the
passengers and crew members.
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•

SAR/ Off Silavathura, Sri Lanka/ 15 Jan 21.

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy rescued a local fishing vessel
(dinghy) with two fishermen stranded at sea off Silavathura, Sri Lanka. The vessel
reportedly encountered an engine failure and drifted towards the Indian waters. A search
was initiated and the vessel was located and assisted till IMBL by an Indian Coast Guard
ship. A Sri Lankan Naval ship was dispatched to tow back the trawler to the Sri Lankan
shores. The fishermen were reported to be safe.
•

Collision/ Off Merak Port, Indonesia/ 15 Jan 21.

On 15 Jan 21, it was reported that an Indonesia flagged RORO KUMALA collided with a breakwater at the Port of
Merak in Banten, Indonesia. The vessel lost steerage due to strong currents in the area and collided with the breakwater.
The crew were reported to be safe, however, 15 vehicles onboard were damaged due to the impact.
•

Capsize/ Off Sandakan, Malaysia/ 16 Jan 21.

On 16 Jan 21, it was reported that a fishing vessel capsized in the waters off Kuala Meruap, Sandakan, Malaysia.
Reportedly, the vessel with four foreign fishermen encountered heavy weather and capsized in the area. Two fishermen
were rescued by boats in vicinity. MMEA authorities initiated a search operation to locate the two missing fishermen.
•

SAR/ Off Krabi, Thailand/ 17 Jan 21.

On 17 Jan 21, it was reported that the Thailand authorities rescued five crew members from a
local fishing boat that sank off Krabi, Thailand. The vessel reportedly encountered heavy weather
and capsized in the area. The crew members jumped overboard and were rescued by another boat
in vicinity. However, the second boat too faced difficulty due to overcrowding and raised an alert
for assistance. The crew members of the distressed boat were shifted ashore by the authorities.
•

Sunk/ Off Sabah, Malaysia/ 17 Jan 21.

On 17 Jan 21, it was reported that a Malaysian flagged cargo vessel MERMAID CHALLENGER capsized and
subsequently sank in the waters off Sabah, Malaysia. The Master reportedly raised a distress alert after a leak was
observed in the bow of the vessel. The crew abandoned the ship in a life raft and were rescued by a Malaysian patrol
boat SRI GAYA.
•

Sunk/ Off Delft Island, Sri Lanka/ 18 Jan 21.

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that an Indian flagged fishing boat with four fishermen sank off Delft Island, Sri Lanka.
Reportedly, the boat sailed from the Kottaipattinam fishing jetty in Pudukottai and was reported missing during the
fishing operations. Subsequently, it was reported that the boat collided with a Sri Lankan patrol vessel and sank in the
area. A search was initiated to locate the missing fishermen.
Update
22 Jan 21. As per open source reports, all four fishermen lost lives in the incident and the mortal remains were
recovered by the authorities.
•

Sunk/ Off Terengganu, Malaysia/ 18 Jan 21.

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that a Malaysian flagged vessel SETIA KILAS sank off Terengganu,
Malaysia. The vessel reportedly sustained engine failure and encountered heavy weather in the area.
Subsequently, the vessel collided with the breakwater located at the mouth of the river, ran aground
and eventually sank. However, no injuries were reported in this incident.
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•

Vessel Detained/ Off Tongkah, Malaysia/ 18 Jan 21.

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained
a Panama flagged tanker CHANG AN 1 off Tongkah, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel was
apprehended for anchoring in the Malaysian waters without a valid permit. The vessel was
reported to be carrying 21 crew members of foreign nationality.
•

SAR/ Off Tanjung Jabung, Indonesia/ 18 Jan 21.

On 18 Jan 21, it was reported that local fishermen rescued four crew members from a small
cargo vessel that sank off Tanjung Jabung, Jambi, Indonesia. Reportedly, the crew members
were thrown overboard after the cargo vessel loaded with palm oil and coconuts encountered
heavy weather and sank in the area.
•

Capsize/ Off Balinao, Philippines/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that a motorised fishing boat PRINCESS MAY with two personnel onboard, capsized off
Bolinao, Philippines. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather in the area. One fisherman was rescued by a boat
in the vicinity, while the second crew member was reported to be drowned.
•

Collision/ Off Kepulauan Seribu, Indonesia/ 19 Jan 21.

On 19 Jan 21, it was reported that a collision occurred between two Indonesian vessels in the waters of Kepulauan
Seribu, Indonesia. Reportedly, the vessels which were part of the SRIWIJAYA AIR SJ 182 search operation collided while
anchoring due to strong currents in the area. The vessels sustained minor damages, however, no injuries were reported in
this incident.
•

Capsize/ Off Pazhaiyar, India/ 20 Jan 21.

On 20 Jan 21, it was reported that a local fishing boat with five fishermen onboard capsized off Pazhaiyar, Tamil Nadu,
India. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather and capsized close to the shore. Four fishermen swam ashore and
one was reported missing. Local fishermen recovered the mortal remains of the drowned person later in the day.
•

SAR/ Off Gokarna, India/ 21 Jan 21.

On 21 Jan 21, it was reported that one tourist was rescued by the local fishermen from the waters off Gokarna,
Karnataka. Reportedly, four tourists drowned after being pulled into deeper waters due to strong currents in the area. A
search was initiated and one of them was rescued by the locals. Mortal remains of remaining three tourists were
recovered later in the day.
•

Medevac/ Off Mumbai, India/ 21 Jan 21.

On 21 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indian Navy carried out a medical evacuation onboard a
Singapore flagged vessel MV EAGLE TAMPA about 18 nm off Mumbai, India. A Naval
helicopter (SEA KING) was deployed after the vessel sought assistance for an urgent medical
condition. The evacuated crew member was shifted to a local hospital for further medical
assistance.
•

SAR/ Off Maafushi, Maldives/ 21 Jan 21.

On 21 Jan 21, it was reported that the Maldivian authorities rescued one local stranded at sea off Maafushi, Maldives.
Reportedly, the authorities were alerted about a local man who went missing after setting out to sea on a sailboat.
Subsequently, a search operation was launched and the missing person was located by the officials. The person was
assisted to the shore and reported to be safe.
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•

SAR/ Off Ormara, Pakistan/ 22 Jan 21.

On 22 Jan 21, it was reported that the Pakistani authorities rescued six fishermen stranded onboard a fishing boat
AL ADEEL about 8nm off Ormara, Pakistan. Reportedly, the fishermen raised a distress alert after being stranded due to
a mechanical failure. The authorities carried out necessary repairs and assisted them ashore.
•

SAR/ Off Spratly Islands/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that a Vietnamese fishing vessel rescued four Filipino fishermen stranded at sea off
Spratly Islands. Reportedly, the fishermen drifted away and lost contact with their mothership FV ATHAN. The stranded
fishermen were rescued by a Vietnamese fishing vessel and were later transferred to a Vietnamese government vessel.
The rescued fishermen were provided with necessary medical assistance.
•

Collision/ Off Gresik Port, Indonesia/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that an Indonesian flagged container vessel TANTO BERSINAR collided with a tug
MITRA JAYA XIX towing oil barge in the outer anchorage area off Gresik port, Java sea, Surabaya. Reportedly, the tug
with eight crew members sank in the area due to collision and the barge sustained heavy damages which resulted in
leakage of cargo. Three of the crew members were rescued and the other five were reported to be missing.
•

Sunk/ Off Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that a fishing trawler FV ZANZABIL with 26 personnel onboard sank off Cox’s Bazar’s St
Martin’s Island, Bangladesh. Reportedly, Coast Guard and Navy teams rescued 13 personnel and recovered mortal
remains of four personnel. A search operation was initiated to locate the nine missing fishermen.
•

SAR/ Off Kalpeni, India/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that Coast Guard Ship SUJEET rescued seven crew members of MSV MESSIAH off
Kalpeni, Lakshadweep, India. Reportedly, the vessel sank due to water ingress onboard. The crew raised a distress alert
and abandoned the vessel and secured themselves onboard a liferaft. The Coast Guard vessel rescued the crew members,
provided necessary assistance and assisted them ashore.
•

Fire/ Off Pareoare, Indonesia/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that a Japan flagged bulk carrier FUKUHO caught fire at the Port of Cappa Ujung,
Parepare, Indonesia. Reportedly, the vessel while preparing to sail from the port, reported a short circuit that caused fire
in a cabin onboard. The fire was extinguished by the crew members. No injuries were reported in the incident.
•

Aground/ Off Little Basses, Sri Lanka/ 23 Jan 21.

On 23 Jan 21, it was reported that a Liberian flagged bulk carrier EUROSUN ran aground off
Little Basses Reef, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the vessel was carrying over 33,000 MT of clinker
and about 720 MT of fuel oil. MRCC Colombo coordinated the rescue operations and
authorities deployed Sri Lanka Navy ship and craft with Navy divers to the stranded vessel.
Preliminary reports indicated there was no hull breach or oil spill related to the incident.
•

SAR/ Off Karwar, India/ 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the State Marine Police rescued seven fishermen from the fishing vessel
SIRI SOUPARNIKA off Karwar, India. The crew raised a distress alert and reported water ingress onboard the vessel.
The authorities closed the distressed vessel onboard two boats, rescued the crew members and assisted them ashore.
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•

Aground/ Off Umm Al Quwain, UAE/ 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that a Panama flagged tanker IBA ran aground off the coast of
Umm Al Quwain, UAE. Reportedly, the vessel dragged her anchor after encountering heavy
weather and eventually ran aground. Towing operations were initiated to refloat the tanker.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Penjantan Island, Indonesia/ 24 Jan 21.

On 24 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian Coast Guard detained two foreign
flagged tankers for conducting an illegal ship-to-ship transfer in a prohibited area off
Indonesia. Reportedly, the two vessels were engaged in illegal fuel transfer and did not
respond to radio calls. Reportedly, the tankers were escorted to Batam for further
investigation.
•

Collision/ Off Samui Island, Thailand/ 25 Jan 21.

On 25 Jan 21, it was reported that the fishing vessel CHOKPORN NIMIT CHAREONCHAI 4 encountered water ingress
and collided with another fishing vessel off Samui island, Thailand. Reportedly, the damaged vessel was restricted in
manoeuvrability and subsequently raised a distress alert. A patrolling vessel in the vicinity responded to the distress call
and provided necessary assistance to the crew. Later, the crew was shifted to a local hospital for medical treatment.
•

Fire/ Off Kaashidhoo Island, Maldives/ 25 Jan 21.

On 25 Jan 21, it was reported that a passenger vessel NAUTILUS ONE with six crew members
(five local and one foreigner) onboard, caught fire off Kaashidhoo island, Maldives. The
Maldivian authorities attempted to extinguish the fire, but the vessel was completely burnt and
eventually sank. The crew members were assisted ashore and no injuries were reported.
•

SAR/ Off Ormara, Pakistani/ 26 Jan 21.

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Pakistani authorities rescued 16 fishermen from a
stranded boat off Ormara, Pakistan. Reportedly, the fishermen raised a distress alert after the
boat encountered mechanical failure and was adrift at sea. A patrol boat operating in the area
responded to the alert and towed the vessel to Ormara harbour.
•

SAR/ Off Catanduanes, Philippines/ 26 Jan 21.

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines authorities coordinated the rescue of 34 crew members from a
foreign fishing vessel NO 96 OYANG that caught fire off Catanduanes, Philippines. Reportedly, the crew members
included two Filipinos, 10 Koreans and 22 Indonesians and were rescued by MV GOLDEN ASPIRANT transiting in
the area. The rescued fishermen were assisted ashore and provided with necessary medical assistance.
•

Medevac/ Off Kemaman Port, Malaysia/ 26 Jan 21.

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Rescue Sub Center (MRSC)
provided medical assistance to a crew member of MV BERKAT TENANG at Kemaman Port,
Malaysia. Reportedly, the crew required urgent medical assistance. The patient was later
shifted to a local hospital.
•

SAR/ Off Pulau Talang, Malaysia/ 26 Jan 21.

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that a small boat engaged as a sand barge with three foreign crew members, sank off Pulau
Talang, Malaysia. Reportedly the sand barge capsized after being entangled in a fishing net and eventually sank. The
Malaysian authorities were alerted and rescued two crew members. A search was initiated to locate the missing crew
member.
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•

Vessel Detained/ Off Tolop Island, Indonesia/ 26 Jan 21.

On 26 Jan 21, it was reported that the Indonesian authorities detained two vessels for illegal fuel transportation off Tolop
Island, Indonesia. Reportedly, the vessels were carrying 10,000 ltr and 8,000 ltr diesel respectively without valid
documents. The suspects and the vessels were handed over to the local officials for further investigation.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Bataan, Philippines/ 27 Jan 21.

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines authorities detained a foreign flagged dredger for operating without a
valid permit off Bataan, Philippines. In addition, the authorities apprehended two suspects from the vessel for not
possessing valid documents and for operating the vessel without transmitting on AIS. The suspects and the vessel were
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.
•

Aground/ Off Addu City, Maldives/ 27 Jan 21.

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that a local fishing vessel KOAMASS ran aground off Addu,
Maldives. Reportedly, there were three personnel (two locals and one foreign national) onboard
the vessel. The Maldivian authorities deployed divers to clear the boat from the rocks and no
injuries were reported in the incident.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Balau, Malaysia/ 27 Jan 21.

On 27 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained a Panama flagged
tanker with 23 crew members (foreign nationals) for unauthorised anchoring off Tanjung Balau, Malaysia. Reportedly,
the vessel anchored in the Malaysian waters without a valid permit.
•

Medevac/ Off General Santos, Philippines/ 28 Jan 21.

On 28 Jan 21, it was reported that the Philippines Coast Guard evacuated a crew member from a Panama flagged bulk
carrier MV ROYAL HARMONY off General Santos, Philippines. The crew reportedly required urgent medical
assistance. The officials evacuated the patient and later shifted him to a local hospital for further medical assistance.
•

Vessel Detained/ Off Selangor, Malaysia/ 29 Jan 21.

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities detained a tanker with 15 crew
members off Selangor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel was carrying out oil transfers and
docked without a valid permit. The vessel and suspects were handed over to the local authorities
for further investigation.
•

SAR/ Off Negros Occidental, Philippines/ 29 Jan 21.

On 29 Jan 21, it was reported that a search operation was initiated to locate a missing fisherman off Negros Occidental,
Philippines. Reportedly, the fisherman jumped off the boat to retrieve a water container and subsequently was swept
away due to heavy currents in the area. The incident was reported to the Philippines coastal authorities who initiated a
search to locate the missing fisherman.
•

Collision/ Off Gresik Petrokimia Port, Indonesia/ 30 Jan 21.

On 30 Jan 21, it was reported that an anchored Indonesian flagged cargo vessel CANTIKA
PERSADA dragged her anchor and collided with another anchored vessel off Gresik
Petrokimia Port, Indonesia. The cargo vessel was reportedly loaded with 1600 tonnes of
fertilizers and drifted due to heavy currents in the area. The vessel sustained hull damages
and partially submerged due to water ingress. All 16 crew members onboard were rescued
and shifted ashore.
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•

Aground/ Off Ulujami, Indonesia/ 30 Jan 21.

On 30 Jan 21, it was reported that an Indonesian flagged tug BLORO 15 with nine crew members onboard, ran aground
off Ulujami waters, Indonesia. Reportedly, the tug towing a barge encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area.
However, the coastal authorities rescued all the crew members and assisted them ashore. Subsequently, salvage
operations were initiated to refloat the tug and barge.
•

Capsize/ Off West Bengal, India/ 31 Jan 21.

On 31 Jan 21, it was reported that a vessel MV GANGA with 22 personnel onboard capsized off West Bengal, India.
Reportedly, 20 personnel were rescued by vessels in the vicinity. However, one person lost his life and one was reported
to be missing. The rescued personnel were shifted to a local hospital and were provided medical assistance. A search
was initiated to locate the missing person.
•

Capsize/ Off Thamee Hla Island, Myanmar/ 31 Jan 21.

On 31 Jan 21, it was reported that a fishing vessel YAN MYO NAING-4 capsized about 8 nm South of Thamee Hla
Island. Reportedly, seven personnel were onboard the vessel when it capsized due to heavy weather. Subsequently, a
Myanmar Navy ship (553) rescued the crew members and shifted them ashore.
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Gulf of Aden/Gulf of Oman Update
•

Suspicious approaches in Gulf of Aden/ Gulf of Oman.

Two incidents of suspicious approach were reported in the Gulf of Aden in Jan 21. Both the incidents were reported by
vessels transiting along the IRTC close to the established Point ‘A’. The incidents were reported by vessels on an
eastbound transit and both vessels involved had armed security teams onboard. In 2020, the Centre monitored 23
incidents of suspicious approach in the Gulf of Aden, which were reported by vessels transiting in the IRTC, off BabAl-Mandeb, Yemen and the Omani Coast. There were no reported incidents in the Gulf of Oman/ Persian Gulf region.
The details have been covered in the first section of the MMSU.

Maritime Security Incidents in the Region

➢
The Centre monitored open-source reports about sighting of a suspicious object (explosive) attached to the
hull of a tanker engaged in Ship-to-Ship (STS) transfer operations whilst anchored off Iraq. The initial reports
corelated the explosive to a limpet mine which was believed to have been used in some attacks in the past in the
region.
➢
The unexploded explosive was removed from the tanker by the Iraqi forces and was later destroyed at sea by
attaching an external explosive device.
➢
This is the first officially confirmed mine related incident in the Persian Gulf in recent months. However,
there were several reports related to sighting/ destruction of mines by the coalition forces in the Red Sea.
➢
As per several reports issued by maritime security centres and other maritime intelligence agencies, the
likelihood of reoccurrence of such attacks in the near future remains low.
➢
On 27 Jan 21, the Yemeni authorities reported having recovered a mine along the Yemen coast in the Red
Sea. It was reported that the mine was entangled in a fishing net.
➢
The increased monitoring of hybrid threats viz., WBIED (Water-borne Improvised Explosive Device),
mines, remotely controlled unmanned skiffs (as observed in Mar 20) and the attacks on vessels in vicinity of
ports/ terminals complicates the security situation in the area.
➢
Based on the inputs of Industry Releasable Threat Assessment (IRTA) issued by CMF and EU NAVFOR, the
risk from hybrid threats is limited to Saudi Arabia and SLC flagged vessels. However, as seen in recent months the
possibility of mis-identification and collateral damage does transfer risk to vessels transiting the area.
➢
Mariners are advised to continue to exercise caution and ensure strict adherence to BMP5 and other
preventive measures already being undertaken by the vessels.
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Information/ Events of Interest
•

EU Naval Force Security Operation in Somalia extends Until 2022.

The European Union Naval Force (EUNAVFOR) Somalia Operation ATALANTA has
been extended for another two years, until 31 Dec 22. The mandate also includes some
new tasks effective from 01 Jan 21 which reinforce Atalanta’s role as a maritime
security provider in the area and builds on its current success in countering piracy and
protecting vessels. New non-executive tasks such as illegal, unreported and unregulated
fishing, as well as drugs, weapons and charcoal trafficking will be implemented from
Jan 21, whilst preparing for the formalisation of the executive tasks regarding illegal
drugs and weapons trafficking, which will be enforced in a specific area of the Gulf of
Aden, once the decision to activate these tasks is taken by the appropriate EU
authorities.
•

Marine biosafety training in the Philippines- IMO.

The IMO executed GloFouling Partnerships Project and the Government of the Philippines
organised the first delivery of a newly-developed general training course on biofouling
management. The course introduced participants to the key features of marine biology and
environmental impacts of invasive species, the range of antifouling coatings, marine
growth prevention systems, and in-water grooming and cleaning technologies available to
prevent the biofouling issue. The new training package will be deployed during 2021 in the
other 11 lead partnering countries of the GloFouling project.
•

Autonomous Navigation system NORTHSTAR completes sea trials.

UK-based consulting services provider TPGROUP has completed a sea trial of its
autonomous navigation system NORTHSTAR, demonstrating safe navigation of
unmanned vessels in real-time and in a real-life environment, without human
intervention. NORTHSTAR has been successfully used on different platforms and within
a range of environments that include congested waterways and in open waters.
•

ClassNK advises industry to install BWMS in advance.

ClassNK has been monitoring the retrofitting status of ballast water management systems (BWMS) on its registered
ships periodically since 2018 and has now recommended the industry to install BWMS in advance. According to
ClassNK's reports, as of the end of Nov 20, about 7,220 of the 9,159 ships registered with ClassNK are obligated to
install BWMS in accordance with the BWM Convention. Among these vessels, 3,982 ships have completed the
installation, leaving 3,238 ships that still require attention. Although there has been a decrease of ships without BWMS
by 1,280 since Aug 19, the installation deadline for these ships remains largely concentrated in 2022.
•

Construction begins on world’s first 100,000-tonne intelligent fish farming vessel in Qingdao.

Construction of the world's first 100,000-tonne large-scale fish farming ship started in
Qingdao of East China's Shandong Province recently, pioneering a new mode of
industrial farming with "movable fish farms" on distant seas. The vessel named
GUOXIN NO1, is expected to be delivered in Mar 22 and will conduct fish farming far
from China's shores, supplying near limitless farmed fish without polluting the
environment.
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•

INTERTANKO updated its Guide on 'Crew Welfare Management and Mental Wellness’.

First launched in early Jul 20, INTERTANKO Human Element in Shipping
Committee (HEiSC) published guidelines and recommendations on crew
welfare and mental wellness for crewing managers and shore-side staff. Based
on the feedback, the 'Crew Welfare Management and Mental Wellness' guide
has now been updated and has been released as a second edition. The updated
guidelines include advice on helping seafarers to deal with emotional stress
and overcome negative feelings. Additional guidelines on cyber-related issues
have been included and this is important as electronic communication has
proved to be critical during the pandemic. The guide can be accessed on the
following link: https://safety4sea.com/intertanko-updates-its-crew-welfaremanagement-and-mental-wellness-guide/
•

World’s largest electric cruise ship to start operations in 2021.

‘YANGTSE RIVER 3 GORGES 1’ an electric passenger ship will be launched in
Jul 21 and start operations in Nov 21, on popular tourist routes. The ship will
have the largest size and passenger capacity for an electric vessel, while its
battery capacity will be roughly 7.5 MWh, supplied by CATL. According to
CATL, there will be two charging options for full flexibility. The charging time
was not reported.
•

AMSA bans livestock carrier from Australian waters for two years.

The Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) issued its "most
severe ban" to the Master and operator of the Marshall Islands flagged
livestock carrier BARKLY PEARL. The vessel was initially spotted on
03 Nov 20 travelling through Australia’s Northern waters with a large
hole in its hull. The hole in the vessel's hull concerned AMSA given the
possibility of either a marine pollution or a safety matter for the
seafarers onboard. Consequently, AMSA issued an intervention
direction instructing the vessel to the nearest safe harbour at Geraldton.
•

Somalia passes law paving way for launch of Free Trade Zone.

Somalia authorities have approved the Free Trade Zone law giving clearance for
the launch of the Berbera Free Trading zone in the country. The officials gave
clearance for the completion of the Free Zone which is situated on 12 sq km land
in the Port City of Berbera and is expected to be opened in 2022. The Berbera Free
Zone is planned to compete with Djibouti International Free Trade Zones (DIFTZ)
which is currently considered as Africa’s most significant trade zone with a total
investment of USD 3.5 billion and span an area of 4,800 hectares.
•

Panama Canal’s LNG bottleneck could last until Mar 21.

Congestion delaying LNG shipments via the Panama Canal is expected to
last through the peak demand winter months, traders close to the situation
said, although the canal’s regulator said it had made changes to speed up
transit. The price of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and shipping rates
have hit record high because of the bottleneck, supply constraints and heavy
demand from Asia, where freezing weather has placed the energy supply
system under strain. Ships carrying LNG from the United States to meet the
Asian demand waited for up to two weeks in Dec 20 to navigate the canal.
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•

MPA Singapore announced new holding areas for crew change.

Martime and Port Authority of Singapore announced new holding areas to facilitate crew changes. With effect from 11
Jan 21, MPA has implemented sea launch transfer for enhanced crew change procedures. Under this measure: - (a) All
agents/ owners shall charter the entire launch boat when performing crew change. There shall be no other personnel
taking the same launch boat with the sign on/ sign off crew. (b) Crew shall remain in the vehicle/ transport until the
launch boat (s) is/ are ready for boarding. The crew shall not be loitering at the pier for the launch boat.
•

Better security for fishermen as boats to sport hologram boards.

In an effort to ensure the safety of seafaring fishermen, Kerala is installing highsecurity registration boards on fishing boats. The project is being implemented by the
state Fisheries Department for the complete protection and remote monitoring of
boats. In the first phase, hologram registration boards will be installed on 300 boats.
Such boards have already been installed on around 100 boats in Neendakara,
Munambam and Kochi harbours. In the second and third phases, 1,500 and 4,000
boats across the state will be covered respectively.
•

MAWANI launched new shipping route from Jeddah port.

Saudi Ports Authority (MAWANI) has announced the launch of a new shipping service from Jeddah Islamic Port,
complementing its strategic partnerships with some of the largest shipping companies in the world, such as Hapag Lloyd,
CMA CGM, COSCO and ONE. The new line will link Jeddah Islamic Port with the Indian Ocean and northern European
ports. The service will consist of seven vessels with a capacity equivalent to 8,500 standard containers per vessel,
approximately 48 vessels per year, which will allow a greater cargo capacity.
•

Over 300 companies sign 'Neptune Declaration' to ease crew change crisis.

The Neptune Declaration, signed by more than 450 organisations, outlines the main actions that need to be taken to
resolve the crew change crisis. The organisations stated they would work together to help hundreds of thousands of
sailors stuck on ships for many months due to COVID-19 in a crisis that risks creating more dangers at sea. About 90%
of world trade is transported by sea, and coronavirus restrictions in many jurisdictions are affecting supply chains.
•

Carriers announced Asia-Europe Blankings for Chinese New Year.

Ocean carriers have announced cancellation of several sailings to North Europe
around the Chinese New Year holiday in Febrauary. 2M partners Maersk and MSC
intend to blank three advertised sailings from Asia to North Europe in weeks 5-7,
including one vessel that will be allowed to ‘slide’ into the following week,
maintaining existing bookings and Ocean Alliance member CMA CGM will also
skip three loops during the same period. The blanked 2M sailings are –
the MAERSK HERRERA on the AE55/ Griffin loop, the MAERSK ENSHI (AE6/
Lion) from Busan and the ESTELLE MAERSK (AE7/ Condor) from Ningbo.
•

First Tilting Rotor Sails installed on SC Connector.

Finland-based NORSEPOWER has installed the world’s first set of tilting
rotor sails onboard the RORO SEA-CARGO. The 35 mtr Rotor Sails will
provide auxiliary wind propulsion leading to reduced fuel consumption, fuel
costs and carbon emissions reductions of up to 25%. In favourable wind
conditions, the vessel will be able to maintain its regular service speed by
sails alone. The tilting feature, a first, allows the SC Connector to navigate
height restricted routes while in operation in the North Sea market. SC
Connector, which sails between Western Norway, Denmark, Netherlands,
Sweden and Poland, transits under multiple bridges and powerlines, requiring
adaptation of the Rotor Sails to tilt to almost horizontal when required.
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•

Maersk sells rotor sail-fitted product tanker.

Maersk Tankers announced that it has sold 2008-built product tanker MAERSK PELICAN, the world’s first product
tanker to test the use of wind propulsion technology. Rotor sails were installed onboard the vessel in 2018 and the
company claimed that it showcased an 8.2% drop in fuel consumption and emissions over a one-year test period. Ship
registration information shows the vessel is now owned by Indonesian owner Buana Lintas Lautan (BULL) and has
been renamed TIMBERWOLF.
•
Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Jan 21 in IOR region has been uploaded on
IFC-IOR website for reference.
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Disclaimer
Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal and
external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open sources. The
report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and anomalies to ensure safety and
security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort has been taken to ensure veracity of data,
due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests
and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive
and prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime domain.
The information contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of the views of the
Indian Government or Indian Navy in any manner.

Contact Details
In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, please contact IFC-IOR:Website: Email: Tel: Fax: -

https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html
ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in
+91 1242208385, +91 7428963733
+91 1242209385

